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HOUSE No. 6581
B> Mr. Gallugi of Wakefield, petition of Anthony Michael Gallugi

and Peter A. Velis for an investigation by a special commission
(including members of the General Court) relative to the pricing andmarketing procedures ofgrocery store chains in theCommonwealth.
Commerce and Labor.

tCI)t Commonlacalrt} of fflnssacljusetts

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

RESOLVE PROVIDING FOR AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY BY A
SPECIAL COMMISSION RELATIVE TO THE PRICING AND MARKETING
PROCEDURES OF GROCERY STORE. CHAINS IN THE COMMON
WEALTH

1 Resolved. That a special commission, to consist of three
2 members of the senate, five members of the house of represen ta-
-3 lives, and two persons to be appointed by the governor, is hereby
4 established for the purpose of making an investigation and study
5 relative to the pricing and marketing procedures of grocery store
6 chains in the commonwealth required by the federal trade
7 commission and the possible violation of consumer protection8 laws. Said commission shall, in the course of its investigation and9 study, consider possible remedies to relieve the burden of the

10 high cost of food for the consumers of the commonwealth.
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fEjic Commontoealtt) of iHaSsadbusettß;
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Letter of Transmittal

Special Legislative Commission on Food

Pricing and Marketing Procedure of Food

Chains in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives

We, the undersigned, hereby submit a final report of the resui

of the investigation and study authorized under the provisions o

Chapter 90 of the Resolves of 1974 and most recently revived and

continued by Chapter 10 of the Resolves of 1975 and membership

increased by Chapter 53 of the Resolves of 1975 cn food pricing and

marketing procedure of food chains in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

and other related matters.

Respectfully submitted.
fa Anthony M. Gallugi, House Chairman

Peter A. Velis

Thomas F. Brownell

iULyiiU.* Doris Bunte

Arthur M. Khoury

Gerald Cohen

Bernard D. Flynn

Stephen J. McGrail, Senate Chairman

Ronald C. Mackenzie

Alan D. Sisitsky

David H. Locke

Michael LoPresti T**

Barry Ravech

Mary Remar

yffeZk-xt— Lola Dickerman

jc Commontucaltf) of ifHasfsactjujSetts
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I lEGISIATTVE CCM-USSICH ON FOOD; GENESIS, KID OBJECTIVES

In July, 1974, the legislature enacted House Bill 6581 which

established a Special legislative Ooimissicn of Food Marketing

consisting of ten tenters. Five were neuters of the House; three

were to be tenters of the Senate and there were to be two pvblic

nenbers appointed by the Governor.
*************************

A The idea of such a ocrmlssiai got its inpetus from the soaring

food prices experienced by oonsuners in the winter and spring of

1974. Representatives Anthony Gallugi and Peter \felis approached

the Cmstiters' Council in June of that year with the very single

but disturbing question: what can the State do abcwt food prices

and the availitility of foodstuffs? In meetings with Council

Staff masters it became obvious that there was little 'which the

State wniia currently do to either affect, control, or in any way

determine the price of foodstuffs.

Distress ait consternation were shared both by the Council Staff

aid Representative Gallugi and ifelis about what seemed to be a

no-win situation for the ocnsirer. In addition, it was noted that

tit Fecferal Trale Commission was locking into the same problems

at a national level; but, for reasons never made altogether clear,

chose not to include Boston as one of the cities included in the

Stucty. With this situation serving as the badcdrtp, the meetings

resulted in a proposal which Representatives Gallugi and Vblis
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put into operation: they were to attempt to establish a special

legislative ocnmissicn to exarine the marketing of food aid to
assess vhether anything oculd be done to inprove, if not alleviate,
the problems faced by consumers.

Hie representatives filed such a proposal and it became House Bill
6581. In addition to themselves, the following markers of the
legislature vere to the Connissicn: representatives
thonas F. Brownell, Arthur M. Khcury, and Doris Bunte: aid Senators
Stephen J. McGrail, Ronald C. ilacKenzie, and Alan D. Sisitsky.

Go-emor Sargent, exercising his eptien, appointed Barry Ravech,
Esquire, and Mary Remar as public members to the Ccnmission.

Ihe purpose of the Ccrmissian was to investigate and study the
pricing and marketing procedures of grocery drains in the
Cotmcnvealth. It was also to consider in the course of that
investigation possible remedies to relieve the burden of the high
cost of food for consumers. The Chairman, Representative Callugi,
those to read this mandate in very broad terms. live Ormissicxi
felt that it should lock closely at as many marketing practices as
possible, realizing that at every juncture in the marketing
process costs and mnerossary services oould well be slipped into
the operations of the food marketing system—costs which the
consumer would bear.

B Die ccnmission was of the pinion that there were two basic ways
to go about oollecting information about abuses, problem) and
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difficulties regarding the marketing of food. First, it would

be necessary to gather repressions from consumers located across

the State as to the problem and difficulties they experienced

when shopping for food. The best way to do this wculd be through

a series of public hearings. It was also hoped that the food

industry wculd cone forth at these hearings and provide an insight

into what they do, why they do it, and what is involved m the

marketing of food.

These hearings were scheduled in all comers of the State,

including the immunities of Boston, Lawrence, Springfield,

;*>rcester (for a complete list of the hearing cities and dates,

please see Exhibit A) . The hearings were scheduled over a two-

north period with the express intent of tiring them so consnmers

could be able to attend. To that end, the majority of them were

held in the evening and, where necessary, two days of hearings

were held when it was felt that this wculd best serve the

interest of gathering cons irer opinion.

The second way in which the Omission vent about gathering

information was to utilise a questionnaire built upen the

federal Trade Omission-s Line of Business Import Form. It

was the opinion of the Ccrrdssicn that the Federal Trade

Omission's Import would sene as a substantial and authoratative

basis for its own activities. Furthermore, it was determined

that the Food Omission's own investigation would, in sore

respects, be similar in objective and scope to the Federal Trade

Ccrmissicn*s work.
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Hie Federal Trade Ccmissicn report was amended to contain

specific sections dealing with, aneng other tilings, product

movement, advertising allowances, retail operations, manufacturing

and producing subsidiaries an- store locations. Other informatiion

drawn fran industry publications was also used when constructing

tie questionnaire.

The questionnaire was mailed to all food wholesalers and retailers

doing business in the Ccrxncnwealth of Massachusetts. The response

was chilling. Cnly two of the one hundred and thirty or so

recipients even bothered to read tiie questionnaire and their

responses were niggling. People in the food industry argued

the questionnaires were too detailed, demanded too much

information, would be a burden to ccrplete, would not provide

anytiiing useful and, in general, since it was not legally

required, they had no intention of carplying. (See Exhibit B)
.

The Camdssion*s response to the food industry's actions was

to approach the leadership of the House requesting subpoena

power. It was strongly felt that without subpoena power it

would not be possible to gatlier the sort of information required.

After discussions with the Speaker, the Majority leader, and

the Majority Uiip, the Commission agreed to try again. The

leadership asked that the questionnaire and attendant docirents

be simplified and that the industry once again be given the

opportunity to voluntarily comply. (Soe Exhibit O .
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Hie questionnaire was then deocrposed into two parts: (1) A

section to send wholesalers and (2) Che which would go to

retailers. Hiis particular segment of the Carmisssicn's

activities was overseen by Attorney Barry Ravech. As a result

of the revision, there were then h*D separate questionnaires

to be sent to two distinct parts of the food marketing system.

(See Exhibits D and E).

In the Spring, 1975, the questionnaires were sent cut and, onos

again, from both segments of the industry, the response was very

disappointing.

As a consequence, the Cormissicn approached the leadership and

requested powers to issue subpoenas and send cut interrogatories.

This request required a four-fifths vote on the floor of the

House and, because of normal legislative reluctance to grant

sii>poena power—truly the power to investigate problems beycnd

the suface—to any Ccnrnission, the request was denied.

Cnee it became obvious that no further information was going

to be forthcoming the Ccrmissicn decided to ask the Attorney

General to study the level of competition within the food

industry thoughout the of Massachusetts. The

Attorney General advised the .Commission that he v*xild do .

everything within his powers and resources to study the

situation. Hie Ccrmissicn then turned its attention to bills

which had been referred to it during the legislative session

and to particular problems which they gleaned in the course of

of the public hearings. These issues then became the focus

for the Ctirmisssicn's next set of activities - drafting

legislation and preparing surmary reports.
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C CCnccmitant with Ccrmissicn activity sketched out above was

tiie active interest of the Federal Trade Ccrmissicn in the

Massachusetts case, rrinerous contacts between Ccrmissicn

numbers and Fbderal Trade Ccrrissicn staff meirLers were

initiated fren both parties fer the purpose of establishing

and maintaining open lines of cammicaticn regarding ccrmcn

problems. Ccpies of the correspcndence between the Federal

Trade Ocrmission and the Legislative Ccrrissicn cn Food may

be found in Exhibit F.

It was also apparent that the legislative Oormission cn Ftod

was attracting the attention of national industry organizations.

The Cbnsurers' Council had beer, invited, at industry expense.

to attend a conference sponsored by the Grocery Manufacturers

of America in Washington, D.C. r The Council had been approached

regarding this matter because cf prior contacts with officials

at OK. Since it was not possible to secure State support for

the '.Washington CTIA Conference, the Council was in no position.

nor would it accept industry underwriting of the trip. Hie

consequence of the Council's refusal was to suggest that

representatives Gallugi ar\j \felis attend the Washington meetings.

As neuters of the Genral Court, they elected to do so and,

accordingly, attended the GMA session at their own expense.

It be care apparent in dealing with the Federal Trade Commission

and in conversation with the GT7. officials that many cf the

problems wiiich plague ccnsuners in 'assadiusetts and influence

the cost of foodstuffs are national in scope and origin.
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To taat extant federal solutions arc necessary. It is

anticipated tliat there will be increased BicViral Trade

Ccrmission and Justice Department activity in this domain.

Furthermore/ tlie U. S. Cepartnent of 7rjriculture could conceivably

become involved in enforcing a nailer of statutes over which it

has statutory authority (See Exhibit G) .

Tie CCmissicn, based upon its interaction with the Washington

based operations/ felt it necessary to restrict its own activity

and recamendaticns to concerns v.hich can be effectively and

judiciously regulated by a single state. It was decided that

particular attention should be given to statutes, regulations

and administrative practices that affect the cost of foodstuffs

in Massachusetts. Tiis, of course/ confines discussion for the

most part to questions of marketing, retailing, price determination

and disclosure information. And it was with these basic domains

tliat the legislative Canmissicn concerned itself.

D Tie Ccrmission received a large number of bills from standing

canrlttees of the Legislature and isolated problems based

upon testimony delivered in the public hearings. These two

sources served as the basis for specific legislative recccmendaticns

which the Ccrmission has made. The areas which it felt

oerrpetent, well versed and able to cover included: the milk

industry and the milk issues, supermarket pricing practices.

pre-ticketing items, unit-pricing, nutritional information,

cxjrpetitive sales, and food cooperatives. The last item,

because of its scope and the fact that substantial expense
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would be involved, was relegated for consideration in future

legislative sessions.

In the following section will be found synopses of the concerns

which tlve Ocrmission decided to turn into proposed legislation.

They represent the findings of the Commission. Prior to an

examination of these subject areas, it should be noted that one

rentier of the Cbrmission, Barry’ Ffevach, significantly dissented

from the substance of tliis report. As a former U.S. Justice

repartrent attorney, Parech felt that the report in tone and

intention could be more broad ranging. To that end, he has

drafted a minority report which folla.-s the Ccrmissicn findings.

very least the Ocrmission was an educational experience. It

was educational to the degree that the food industry' would not

release information, not cooperate, and not provide any sort of

base line data necessarv for the kind of critical examination

which the Ccrmissicn set out to complete. The Ccrmissicn is

satisfied, ha-ever, that in domains vhere they have made

recarmendations and proposals, information end data is sufficient

to support and justify them. It should also be pointed out

that Attorney Pavech's cements are not inconsistent with the

blinking and concerns expressed by tie Ccrmissicn. His report,

hoover, is a minority view.

way of concluding cements, it should be noted that at the
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'Utere is ate final recxxv.endaticn that will be stated here.

Given the import and incredible wealth of information which the

Camissicn uncovered in tlto course of its investigations, it is

germane to that the General Court establish a standing

camittee at food and food policies. Given that the fanners

may turn to natural resources and agriculture for relief and a

syrpatltetic ear, it is, by the sane token, necessary that

ccnsumers of food have a similar legislative vehicle. Furthermore,

the importance of food policy is going to increase and not

decrease in the upcoming uears and, perhaps for that reason

alone, a standing oemrittee would bo appropriate.
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nxDftcjDftnais aid ppcposed legislation

In the following secticn are brief background explanations

of the major issues and topics wiiich the Ccrrd.ssion felt it

could deal with, with the information and resources at hand.

Eadi of the background statements describes the problems and

difficulties which the Ccrrdssion was able to isolate. In

addition, the consequences of such problems is also discussed.
Filially, in narrative form the Ccrrdssion proposes solutions

and ways in which tlie problems outlined earlier ray be eliminated.
Actual copies of the proposed legislation relating to these

background notes ray be found in the appendices.
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nxrtrs;cyvriajs two proposed lEasucxa;

A. Milk Control Ccrmissicn

Hie Milk Central Canrdssion was established more than thirty-

five uears ago as a response to the Great Depression. It is ar.

anachronism. It is an unnecessary bureaucratic appendage which

serves no useful function but continues to operate, largely for

its on benefit.

Since the Ccrmissicn was created, the economic environment has

been altered and a relatively ccrplete system of regulating the milk

industry has sprung up.

Both tlie economic situation and federal (and other state) regula-

tory programs are much more responsive to needs of the dairy farmer.

Consequently, the Ccrmissicn could easily be removed without damaging

the industry, state government, or the censurer.

die of the basic functions of the Ccrmissicn is to prohibit the

competitive selling of milk. This is now accomplished by forbidding

retail stores from selling milk "below oast", with cost defined in

an intricate and carplex formula. Severed, inspectors new roam the

state to ensure that food stores keep milk at oost or above. The

censirer pays for this practice since stores cannot compete, as they

see fit, cn milk prices without running afoul of the state law. Ad-

ditionally, the Commission can establish minimum prices of milk at the

retail cost. This is a forbidding power when considering the fact

that again, consumers vxxild bear the brunt of such state action.

The Omission also audits the bocks of members of the milk in-

dustry and insures that producers receive the payment due tliem. These

functions, it seems, are not provided by the state to any other indus-
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try, e.g., Ihdcrwood Products or Polaroid, and consequently tlicre is

no reason why tte state should so semo the milk industry.

The Legislative Comissicn cn FOed is of the firm belief that

the state has no role in establishing minirum or below cost prices

and does not believe that in an era of tight money, joblessness and

high prices, such protective action is either appropriate or necessary.

In surinary, the ."ilk Control Ccmissicn should be abolislred and its

functions should not surface elsewhere in the statute bocks. (See

Hie intent of the Connissicn's bill is severalfold. First, the

Milk Regulation Board, a superfluous state agency, v*uuld be abolished.

The attendant pa.ers which now reside in the regulation board would

be distributed between the Departments of Public health and Food and

Agriculture. A second consequence of the bill would be to:institute

discretionary reciprocity of milk inspection with health and sanitary
considerations being tiie only reason for prohibiting milk shipments.

A third consequence of the Ccrmission' s legislative proposal would

be to make state law consistent with federal law. Fourth, by follow-

ing uniform federal law and interstate agreements on milk and dairy

inspection, passage of tliis act would permit the freer flow of Massa-

chusetts produced milk products to other states. Currently, because

of statutory restrictions, certain states will not admit Massachusetts

dairy products. A fifth result of the bill would be to clarify and

refine esis ting statutes dealing with the regulation of the milk in-

dustry. Hus final objective is also net by the attendant legislation

regarding the Milk Control Ccrmissicn. (See Appendix D).

Appendix A).
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Q. NNutritional Information

The INutritional Inforrraticn bill is designed to clarify and simplify

tlic role making powers of tlte Department of Public Health. Chapter 94, section

192 of tlie General Laws is a broad based statutory mandate authorizing the

Department to adopt rules and regulations relating to tlie sale of food.

Section 192 paints with broad strokes and is intended to provide a watchdog

agency gaurding against adulteration or misbranding of tie Ccrmcnwealth's

food supply. At the present time this legislative mandate appears unclear

due to a technical gap in tlie current statute.

Laws and regulations pertaining to the labeling of food products

are jointly administered by the Ccrmdnwealth's Departments of Public Health and

Agriculture. Each agency has taken streng steps requiring truthful disclosures

as to quality and content of all foods sold in the Ccnrcnvealth; regulations

cover food to be sold for ccrrercial or private use, animal or hunan

consumption. See Massachusetts Department of Public Health regulations,

section B 1-29, and Massachusetts Department of Agriculture Marketing

regulations. However, problems have devleoped where tlie responsibility of

the agencies intersect.

While Chapter 94 requires the Department of Public Health to

regulate "standards, tolerances,and defintlcns of purity or quality or

identity for articles of food," Chapter 128 requires the Department of

Agriculture to "collect and disseminate data as to food products...

marketed (or! stored...in the Commonwealth." The result is a blur of

authority leaving both agencies uncertain as to the duties they mist carry out.

Note for example the labeling requirements for cormercial foodstuffs and

pet foods issued by the Department of Agriculture. The regulations require:

1. the net ’..eight
2. the product name and brand name
3. detailed disclosures of drugs, active ingredients and their purpose.
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4. Nutritional break'inns as to protein, fat, fiber, contents,
minerals, vitamins and the anoints of sugar.

Such detailed labeling requirements for animal food would a fortiori

require strong labeling lows relating to food for human cansu'ption. Yet,

\iaen CCrmissiorcr Bicknell of tine Department of Public Health was ccnfronted

with tiiis inconsistency, lie acknowledged the importance of the problem. Hover-

theless, lie felt helpless to remedy the problem citing tine broadness of his

Department's legislative mandate, and tine lad; of specific direction. See

Testimony of Dr. William J. Bicknell at the Car>ciwealth's Hearings cn Food,

lioalth, and Nutrition, July 15, 1974, representatives of the Department of

Agriculture, on the other hand, feel that they have gone as far as their

legislative mandate allows. The Department of Agriculture feels its responsi-

bility goes more towards primary agriculture product grading, and labeling than

towards packaged food labeling.

This bill clarifies the responsibility of the Department of Public

Health and bridges the technical gap between the responsibilities of the Depart-

ments of Agriculture and Public Health. Hie proposed statute is a technical

change clarifying the Department of Public Health's mandate to adopt standards

of identity for articles of food. It will serve to dispel any questions of

primary responsibility or initiative, and insure that the purposes and intent

of the General Laws be consistently carried out. (See Appendix B),

A principal purpose of the Food Corrission' s inquiry has been to

ascertain areas where corpetiticn in the distribution of food products

is not operating at workable levels. T3ie lack of free and open ccrpe-

tion is indicated in certain structural aspects of the marketplace

as well as by the conduct of the persons engaged in distribution of

C. Pre-ticketing of Food Products
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food products. With a bias towards the proroticn and encairafferent of

price ccrpetiticn, tl*e Food Qrmission rejects conduct which may Havre

a reasonable tendency to restrict price carpet!tion and at sane tine

is prmotivre deceptiai.

Sudt is the view which wc taJa of the pre-tieke ting of food products

asrucns otiicr than retailers. In bo 11 a theoretical and pragmatic

sense retail prices should be cleteminei by tlie person who is in the best

and the retailer's own cost.positicn to assess both the marketplace

:ailer himself. lie, better thanThat person, in our judgement is the re

anyone else, knows his own costs of doing business and just vhat lie must

earn cn a product, consistent with the vicissitudes of competition, to

secure a reasonable return on liis investment.

Too often nationally advertised products "cane through" to the retaler

with starved or labelled prices affixed to the container widen are set

out upen the market shelves without even a nod to the actual cost of the

product. Hie retailer is saved from, the "problem" of canpctiticn cn those

items because he knows other retailers are doing likewise. He may

learn this in a nixrber of ways, including from the manufacturuer's representa-

tive or the wholesaler. Persons engaged in these latter segments of the food

distribution process do net desire extensive price ccrpetiticn in their products

for obvious reasons. If tiiey can in seme way insulate their products from

price canpetiticn, they offer the selling point of "guaranteed" or nearly
guaranteed profit margins. If active intra-brand price canpetiticn is

eliminated, there is a consequent relief in the pressure open wholesalers and

manufacturers to reduce their prices as an aid to the resale of products

bearing their trade name.

The Massachusetts Fair Trade law trade vertical price fixing agreements

legal and provided manufacturers and retailers insulation from price ccrpetiticn.
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While the viability of that statute with all of its obvious drawbacks is now

questionable, tte adverse effects of its provisions are still present in the

guise of suggested retail prices. Their continued usage in so important an

area as food prices should not be tolerated.

Chapter 03F attenpts to eliminate the establishment, by way of suggestion

or otherwise, of retail prices by persons ether than retailers. An important

exception from the blanket illegality of pre-ticketing is in the definition

of that term. To accomodate the situation where a manufacturer's representative

or a wholesaler may perform the in-store service of pricing and shelving products

for a retailer, the CCrmission has concluded that the potential cost to the

retailers of that service outweighs its oerpetitive impact. We still believe

that tiers is a oerpetitive impact, but tie cost of the services rendered

are quite likely to be passed on to the consumer if the retailer has to

perform those functions himself.

The statute also deals 'with the problem of the intergrated retailer,

e.g. Stop and Shop or Star Market who bakes or produces their own food

products and quite probably should be able to price them. While the

Ccrmissicn vishes to encourage the use of private brands, with their usually

lower prices, vre do not feel that retailers should be permitted to designate

ncr-retoilers to pre-ticket those goods. It was suggested that the retailer

is merely appointing tlie canner of baker as its agent for this purpose and

if the retailer is in fact setting his own price, who is harmed? Passing

the question of enforcement, i.e. who is the real "price setting" party, it

is essential to the nation of free ccrpctition that these prices be determined

by the retailer arid that his price reflect the market conditions prevailing

in his area of effective ocrpetiticn. Persons in the business of canning

or baking private label food products for several retailers or wholesalers

should not in any sense be engaged in the process of retail pricing.
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Private label merchandise lias traditionally been as a figb 9 ship

items cn the
against tire more expensive items. To place tliese pnvao-

shelves, already priced reduces the retaler*s incentive to re-pricc .cn

to meet ccnpctiticn and if lie docs so, the price "reduction is cLoeptive

and quite possibly a violation of tire Ccnsuaer Protection T'ct , where tiiere

never was a firm retail price from which the purported discount was rale.

Tie advantages to the retailer in having food products pre-ticketed

are in the cpinicn of the Oxrrlssion outweighed by the drawbars which

tlie censuring public unquestionably sustains by the loss of oenpetitien

which tlie practice engenders. Chapter 93F is needed if we are to upheld

our responsibility to promote active price oorpetition. (See Appendix 0.

D. reciprocity of Milk Inspection

reciprocity of Inspection is a major issue for dairy farmers and

cons utters. '.«hat is involved are two basic considerations; a monopoly

in the milk supply in the Boston area and tlie consequent levying of ad-

ditional charges on milk.

Reciprocity rreans that milk can flow freely between states, hew milk

produced in other states must be inspected by Massachusetts employees, and

farms may be arbitrarily excluded. /Additionally, the Ccrmcnwealth pays

for several enspectors who live out of state when the inspection functions

of tlie other states could, instead, be relied upon. T!icre seems to be

little reason for the taxpayers to support such a practice, since it only

serves to create and strengthen a marketing monopoly. Prior to considering

rc carmendatiens, a little insight into the marketing practices a*.d milk
pricing would be illuminating.

fti-lk prices which the producer (dairy farmer) shall receive are esta-
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bllshed by ti»e federal and/or state governments. The U.S.D.A. *s Agricultural

Marketing Service establishes a minimum base price which is tlie foundation

for ascertaining tie arxxnt dairy’ farmers are due for their fluid (Class I)

ndlk. The base price, called the Vinncsota-Wisornsin Price, is then increased

by an additional increment for every marketing order (region) in the country.

Destance from Minnesota is t'e criterion and the relaticnslup bet.-.een the

distance-and amount of differential is direct: the longer the distance,

the larger the differential. The Boston tegional Marketing Area assesses

one of the highest differentials in the country—about $2.85 per hundred-

weight (cut.).

In addition to the Class I nil-: price, the U.S.D.A. establishes a

Class II price, vhich together with the Class I price is used to arrive at

the blend price due farmers. The blend price is a conhinaticn of Class I

and Class II (milk products) utilization rates. The Class I rate is hioher

than the Class II rate which means that the more fluid mill: censured, the

higher will be the return to farmers. In addition to tie governmental price

claculations, prices are also determined by milk cooperatives. Milk coopera-

tives are ccmcn marketing arrangements established by dairy farmers which

allow them to pool their milk supply. Cnee pooled, additional diarges can

be added to tie federal minimum prices. These so-called over-order premiuns
(surcharges) liave ranged frer apprcdmately 77 cents to $1.43 per cwt. Hie

consumer carries the entire -.eight of the surcharge.

Qonently the milk supply in Massachusetts is at the disposal of Yankee

ili3k Co-op and the * 'assachusotts Department of Agriculture. Togctlier they

ocntrol the flow ar.d availability of milk. YanJiee Milk markets from 65%

to 351 of the mil): censured in Ccnocrittantly, tl\e Department

of • griculture certifies vdiich and \\cm many farms may sell milk in Massachu-
setts. Hie supply dominance exercised by Yankee Milk conjoined v.lth the
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prdubiticns to market entry establislkxl by td>c Department of agriculture

tiiwarts price oerpetitien and keeps artificially restricted the availability

of milk. Tlie result is tlie co-cp can assess superepool preniun surcharges

cn milk widen are, in turn, passed cn to consumers as a cost increase.

Hie Ccrmissicn is perplexed that tlie government wculd work liand-in-

glove with a rurrber of the private sector to the detriment of ecus oners.

Additionally, we are outraged that sanitary and health inspections are used

to realize an economic irpact. Vte tliink it grossly unjust to burden Massa-

chusetts ccnsuners with co-op surcharges, especially since most of the money

goes cut of state. If dairy farms are to be supported, the money could at

least be kept in the Gorricnwoalth and used more judiciously.

Conservative estimates place the cost of the surcharges at $3 million

per year, but it could run as high as about $25 million per year if the

co-cp assessed at the highest rate yet levied for erery month of the year.

Wliether $8 million or $25 million, the money should not be forthcoring. (See

E. Chit pricing in Advertising

Massachusetts has the oldest Unit Pricing Statute in the country. The

Consumers' Council, which regulates Unit Pricing in Massachusetts, has

attempted to increase consumer utilization of Unit Pricing, as well as to make

it a more valuable buying tool. Their attempt to do so took the form of

a regualtion which would required that in newspaper unit

prices appear next to the item prices of products.

Tlie food retailers sued the Council, and on procedural and statutory

grounds the Cturt upheld the Supermarkets' suit. Tlie Canrission believes

Appendix D).
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that the Unit Pricing La.’ has worked remarkably veil at virtually no cost

to t!ie state and with offsetting oosts to tic industry. Specifically, tie

industry uses Unit Pricing labels for purposes of shelf display, inventory

control, ordering and price narking. Those benefits have offset any cost

associated with presentation of (unit price) consumer information.

ODfrAPArrvn pnrcnc: a pmaw study
CCtaILEC TPS UTILITY OF I!JIT PPiaNO El
NEVSTfECH ADVDFTISHTETS.

Research conducted by' the Council revealed that a very large nurtoer

of items which appear in newspaper ads could be ocrriared between stores on

a per vnit of measure basis. A thorough analysis by the Council of the

food ads which appeared in the Boston C.lrhe cn Itecember 13, 1973, shar'd that

toe following items could have been comparatively unit priced between stores;

dumber of possibleItem
between-store ccrpariscns

5Bread

5Frozen Seafood Items

5Prepared Potatoes

4Canned Peas

4

Orange Juice & Juice Imitations 4

Dessert Cakes/ties 4

4Ice Cream

4Margarine

Frozen Jlacarcni and Gieese 4

3Seafood Dinners

3Canned Tuna Fish

doodle Products 3

Qnned Com

Soda Fcp 3
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;.\rijer of possible
ist>een-btoru ocrporisens

Itolls/1 lif fins

lireakfastSwectsAtolls

Frozen Pot Pies

Qieese and Oieese Spreads

Toothpaste

lixed Vegetables

Tomatoes (canted)

Frozen Pizza

Fog Food

Paper Tcwels

Facial Tissue

;!apkins

Desserts Pastry/>.eets

Soups

Flour

Dry Detergent

Jan/Jellies

Ketchup

Fruit Salad

Pickles

Ground Coffee

Fruit Drinks

Cocoa

Total limber of Possible Coipaxiscns

The Council found a total of 30 iters for which betwoen-storc Ccrparisens

could be made if die cnit price were listed. Cn a yearly basis, tliat meals

Item
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tliat in this coo lies ten paper there my be os many as 5,304 possible bo tween-
store item caparisons.

Not only that, but there were also a significant nunber of item which

could be compared within stores as the following list indicates;

:.*unt>er of possible
within-storc ccrpariscns

11

Item

Cheese and Cheese Spreads

Frozen Seafood Items 7
Dog Food 4

Frozen Seafood Dinners 3

Jams/Jellies 3

Breakfast Sweets/Kolls j

Deodorant 2

Canned Tomatoes 2

Canned Com 2
Canned Green Beans 2
TUnato Pasta 2
Orange juice 2

Bread 2

Dessert Cakes/Pies 2
Dessert Sweets & Pastry
Pidcles

2

2
Olires 2

Cocoa Mix 2
Total Nirber of Possible Ocrpariscns 55

A total of 18 items ceuld have been ccrparatively priced within ere
or more stores, yet without Unit Pricing, such a ccrparisen process cn a

per unit of measure basis is difficult, if not impossible.
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If we assure that people road the advertisements, and surely they do

or the food companies would not spend their money in this way, then there is

every reason to want to increase information which will inauenoe or affect

U.at a oovsreer bv*s. Additionally, with the need to conserve energy and

not mak-e trips to the food store, Unit Pricing in advertising

would surely clarify the actual cost and value of food products. It is

irvortant to realize that advertised specials are not always good values.

However, it is not possible to determine this without Unit Pricing since

there are son reny different sizes and so reny prices of all available prec

ducts. In effect, it would be easy to sustain an argurent that without

Unit Pricing infereation available to consumers, food ads can be, and in

fact, may be very deceptive, unfair, and misleading.

tta comussicn, therefore, recommends that the Oouacil be given

explicit statutory authority to regulate the appearance of Unit Pricing in

advertising. Given that this will not cost the Ormcnwealth any additional

menzy, will provide the ccnsvrer -with useful and ncressary information and

will not increase cost to food stores (vhidv had one of their most profitable

years in history) the Qrrdssim believe this authority should be delegated,

me further note: the States of Connecticut and rhode Island already have

authority to require such information to be available in food store ads.

A suit by food stores has to date been rebuffed by tlvc carets.

Occause of the information provid'd by the orerarative pricing study,

and in light of to action taker, by tire States of Connecticut and rhode

island, we strongly reccrrend eat tie Council be given authority to regulate

Unit Pricing in advertising. (See Appendix b).
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in

This Minority report is submitted after a careful review of the

legislation prqxscd by the majority -..hidi v» find, in certain respects, to

be inconicte. In the area of milk production and distributicr., v.o gee no

reed for the ccntinuaticn of the establishment of minimum producer prices

in those areas of ’.western Massachusetts not presently regulated by the

United States Department of Agriculture. T,fe accordingly reocmand that

all of the functions and responsibilities of the Milk Control Commission

be terminated and only such matters as directly related to the protection

of public health be retained and transferred to the Department of Public

Health.

In a broader area, the entire food industry' should be subject to careful

end ongoing scrutiny by tiie Massachusetts Consumers' Council. The Council

should liave the authority to investigate areas of effective oerpetitien in

the industry and liave tiie power to take reasonable steps to promote free

trade and restore oerpetitien in those segments of the industry found

lacking in this regard.

3 *l!ie responsibility and Puncticrs of tie Pood Commission

By virtue of house Bill 6531, a Special Ccmissicn was established

by the Massachusetts Legislature consisting of ten members, eight of whom

are legislators and two persons appointed by the Governor.

The Ccrmission was charged with tiie responsibility of studying tlie

pricing and marketing procedures of grocery store chains in the Corrcnwealth

aid to consider in tiie course of its investigation possible remedies to
relieve the burden of the liigh costs of food for the consumers of die

MEJOPJTY rSTORT

A Introduction
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CcrTncnwualth.

Hie Ccrmissicn in carrying forth its responsibilities issued written

questionnaires as well as nore specific interrogatories to members of the

food industry within the Ccmcnwealth. Hearings were lie Id in several

ccnnunities across the Cormcnwealth, written and verbal testimony from

members of tlie food industry, governmental representatives and ths ccnsurrer

public was received and reviewed. T!ic Ccrmissicn gathered information

ocnoeming the methods of distribution of food products from their source

through tiie various resale levels to the consumer.

As noted in the main Report, our request for subpoena power was denied.
In a real sense that denial precluded the gathering of the l:ind of infor-

mation './hich would liave permitted the rcccrmendaticn of legislation to deal

directly with the competitive problems of the food industry in Massachusetts.

With the exception of milk distribution, fer which there exists ample

statistical and non-statistical information, too much of what we set cut

to ascertain still remains uhJjict.ti.

/hat in formation we were able to gather care fren publications such as

The Griffin Report, a trade journal; prior government studies such as the

Final nepcrt on the (Termor's remission on (June 24, hareafter

referred to as the Governor's Peoort; the Staff to the Federal Trade

Crrrrlssicr, Lconcnic Report cn Food Chain Profits, 1975, hereafter referred

to as the FTC limort; and suinissions of tiie industry numbers including a

well-doca.Te.ited Position Paper of Milton Seoul, Vice-President of Covcm-

ment and Trade Relations for First National Stores, Inc.

C !kn- wassac~.usctts Factors

Tltc Gc.vmor 1 s rt found "that food costs are higher in I'nssacr.usetts
tlian in nest other states," and proceeded (at pages 10, et seq.) to explain
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tiw reasons. Higher and discriminating transportation exists, liig!v;r fu6l

costs, and the lade of local food production were the principal factors

cited. P!r. 5092! of First national Stores, and Messrs. Kalin, "iigar and

Fabb of Purity Supreme, Star and Step & Shep respectively all echoed these

findings. Hds however is, in cur judgement, only the starting point G f

the analysis and by no means its conclusion.

D Massachusetts Factors —Is there full and epen oerpotition?

All of the members of the Ccrmission agree that it is this question

with all of its enormous ramifications that needed and still needs answering.

It is in the ultimata manner of answering this question and resolving any

negative responses that the Ccmrissicn split. Hie minority is desirous of

providing to the Massachusetts Coisirers' Council a vastly expanded and

important investigative and remedial role. Uiile in agreement on the

principle of free trade enforcement, the majority expresses legitimate

concerns that this proposal would be too expensive and representative of too

much government involvement in the private sector.

1. Hie sanctity of competition

It is in the public interest to have free and unfettered corpctition

as a rule of trade. In discussing the Sherman Act, the basic federal anti-

trust statute. Justice Hugo Black said: "It rests or. the premise that the

unrestrained interaction of errpetitive forces will yield the best allocation

of cur eocncnic resources, the loest prices, the highest quality and the

greatest material progress, while at the sane tire providing an envirarent

conducive to the preservation of mjr democratic political and social insti-

tutions."

justice Black was speaking not only about a statute but of a political

and economic choice made in tids country from the beginning. It was a

choice between a government owning or controlling oorrerce, as in a
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socialized system, or a government devising and enforcing rules wliidi permit

ocr.meroo tc regulate itself. "Tliis pliilcsqphy cf oerpetitien as tie regulator

is t]e basis of our antitrust la>s and is basic to our political system."

remarks cf diaries D. Menaf fie, Jr., Qiicf Trial Section, Antitrust Division,
Department of Justice, Gerry Hill, lew Jersey, August 13, 1971.

Thus tne inquiry’ was and rerains, is ccrpetition working to regulate.

i.e. allocate resources in tdve most efficient and productive manner possible?

To answer that question requires an analysis of tie structure, conduct and

performance of particular markets. These categories are tiierrselves subject

to further refinement as craa views the particular market in terms of ccn-

ccntraticn, product differentaticn, ease or difficulty of entry; predatory

and exclusionary tactics of sellers; price-cost margins and profit rates and

progress and change resulting in increased productivity.

2. Is Ccntinued Scrutiny :accessory

Tie '.holesale Foud Distribution llarket

In Massachusetts, it appears as though one firm dominates tlie distribution

of food products to independent retail grocery stores. If the staterents

quoted frer. representatives of Springfield Sugar and Products Ccrpany in

the June, 1974 issue of Tie Griffin Depcrt are accurate, Springfield Sugar

and its affiliate, Mew England Grocer Supply Co. are the "biggest whole-

sale food distributors" in IJew England. The Griffin report, June, 1974 at

70. According to David Katz, an executive of Springfield Sugar, " the con-

bined firm new represents the largest single buying and customer retailing

force in I tew England, and he claims, larger than the biggest chain.

The Griffin Deport, Id.

Figures published in T.vc Griffin Deport, October, 1974, indicate the

extent of control exercised by the two consolidated firms, /according to

the report the top ninety-nine !Jcw England wholesalers totaled $1,651,650,000
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in sales volume over tlie course of cm year. First in sales was Springfield

Sugar with $101,000,000, sooaul was Hannafbrd brotliors with SICO,OOO,GOO,

and third was IJew England Grocer Supply Co. with $141,000,000. T.ms Spring-

field Sugar and its affiliate totaled $322 rillien or about 20% of all sales,

and the top three firms together totaled about 30® of all sales. A further

indication of the extensile control exercised in the Ccrrcnwcalth of Massa-

chusetts by Springfield Sugar and 'lew England Crocer Srpply Co. is exhibited .

by the fact that Ilanaford Brothers, the seccnd largest sillier, is a

Maine based firm with business substantially United to Maine, New Hampshire

and Vermont.

Of course, while these figures shew sales in a substantial percentage

of the wholesale maricet, they do not and cannot but hint that ccrpetltion

is not at workable levels in that segment of the food distribution industry.

The need to provide independent retailers with a financially secure and

paerful purchasing and v.’arohousing arr so that tlicy can effectively ccrpeto

against the chains is an chvicus counterpoint to any "anticompetitive"

argument regarding the size of the Springfield Sugar operation, According

to Julian Sdvaltz, Executive Vice-President and General ' lanager of h’ew

England Grocer, "Ihere isn’t a single service offered uy tlie big chains

that ve dcr.'t make available to our retail customers; store engineering.

accounting, advertising and promotion help, personnel selection one training,
site selection and financial assistance to whatever degree is necessary."

Tiie Griffin Import, Ibid at 71.

Certainly bigness is not badness in and of itself. Growth of single

firms tlurcog.* aggressive ranagenent, efficient epuration and quality service

is to be encouraged. VJictiier Springfield Sugar grew t.is way or whether tiie

firm, is engaged in a healthy competitive: struggle is at tliis tine difficult
to deteunme. Can otiier wholesalers really ccrpeto for tlie business of ti*e

independents and smaller diains or are they Left with the business not
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desired or obtainable by Springfield Sugar? There are obviously

a lot of food wholesale dollar sales that Springfield Sugar is

not receiving and on the basis of the figures presently available

they certainly do not enjoy an overall monopoly position.

To say this, however, does not complete the puzzle. What is

the degree of concentration within particular sub-markets of the

Commonwealth? What are those sub-markets? Assuming that a parti-

cular area of the Commonwealth could be isolated because of the

transportation costs and other factors from the rest of the State

and in that market, Springfield Sugar or some other wholesaler

has control of eighty or ninety percent of the sales, then vhat

should be done about it? Perhaps it is an area which for any

number of reasons can support only one or two wholesalers.

How much actual price ocmpetition is there in the wholesale

food distribution business? Has service competition totally or

substantially supplanted price competition in this industry? Is

this a natural phenomenon because of the nature of the business,

i.e., the overriding concern with competition from the intergrated

chains and the singular need to meet or beat them, or is it just

another aspect of the pricing policies of the large packers and

manufacturers?

These are but a few of the questions which we believe should

be the subject of a continuing inquiry in this industry. We do

not want regulation as a substitute for competition and nothing

that is suggested in this Report warrants a different conclusion.

Retailers must have different channels of supply available to them.

They are entitled to have the benefit of regorous price competition

between many competing firms. Just as consumers shop different

chain and independent stores so should retailers bo able to pick
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and choose among wholesalers.

What the optimum level of competition should be in the wholesale

food distribution business is, of course, a difficult question.

It is, however, a question which must be studied and answers sought.

It may be that the public interest presently is being served in

an economically and socially desirable fashion and no tinkering

with the market structure is needed. On balance the Council could

determine that the threat to the chains provided by the indepen-

dents qould be diluted if more vigorous yet less stable competition

were injected into the wholesale food distribution business.

What we believe however, is that judgements should be made.

and they must be made on the basis of sound information not wild

speculation. It is our intention that the Council not set the

prices for the members of the industry nor bar entrance into the

marketplace as occurs in the public utility area. Following the

precedent established by the Federal Trade Commission, the Council

is to restore competitive conditions where they do not exist and

will not replace competition with regulation.

b. The Retail Food Distribution Industr

While at seemingly lesser overall levels the retail food

distribution business within various markets in Massachusetts

is marked by not insubstantial seller concentration levels. Here

again The Griffin Report for June, 1974, is helpful in the statisti-

cal area. In 1974 the five top retail grocery firms had at least

50% of the market share in several of the state's regional markets.

One firm, Stop & Shop, had 14.84% if the total Massachusetts 1974

market, and where the State figures are further broken down, "we
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find that Stop & Shop really dominates where the people are. In

Massachusetts' biggest county, the company operates 22 stores that

bring in $127,920,000 and 18.75% share of the markets." The Griffin

Report, June, 1974 at 97. Stop & Shop holds 17.40% of the market

in Suffolk County, ]B%, 12.31% and 26.85% in Plumouth, Norfolk and

Barnstable Counties respectively. In Bristol, Hampden and Worcester

Counties, Stop & Shop hares the top five positions with others

ranking second in Bristol and Hampden and fifth in Worcester.

The Griffin Report, June ]975 figures are essentially in line

with those set out above, however they do show an overall reduction

in strength of Stop & Shop. It would appear that while there is

dilution of the shares held by the chains (The Griffin Report,

June ,
]975 at 22), there has not yet been time for the market to

adjust to tne 25 store closings planned by A & P. These shifts

in control of market shares are precisely the kind of events which

the Consumers' Council should monitor in order to determine what

if any impact they have on price competition in a given area.

Prices seem to be the same in any give area in the Common-

wealth. This is the conclusion of a study prepared by a group at

Suffolk University and alluded to in The Griffin Report, June,

1974 at 43. In a recently published paper entitled A Study of

Retail Food Pricing Practices prepared by Professor J.L.T.

Hasingaegen, School of Management, Boston College, a 40 item

standardized market basket for a family of four was utilized in

an attempt to ascertain the price variability of food products
across the state. The following conclusions were made:
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"The market basket price averages across the various
retail chain stores represented in any one local
market area are vey small (average difference less
than 7%) ."

The Hasingaegen study also confirmed the link between the

absence of competition and retail prices. "Each chain appeared

to charge its highest prices in the market area where it holds a

relative position of strength (when considering the number of re-

tail units of the chain's share of markets).

Nothing has been found to support a conclusion that food re-

tailers or wholesalers have violated any of the traditional rules

governing the distribution of their products. Again, that is not

the end of the analysis, but in the nature of the pro-competitive

bias with which it is essential to approach the subject of food

distribution in Massachusetts, it is the beginning point. It is

the markets which must be studied to determine if it is acting

within levels which the public can accept as providing to it the

benefits of full and vigorous competition. It is not Stop & Shop,

Big Y, Adams, or landolis (leaders in different counties) which

would be the focus of a Council inquiry. It is conceivable that

a particular area provides all of the benefits of competition

while being served by only two or three supermarkets, while an

adjacent area may have seven.or eight supermarkets and be too
heavily concentrated and have prices too high to warrant the

continuation of the competitive status quo.

3. Need for Legislation

It is our belief that the function of looking at competitive

conditions in a particular area of effective competition is essen-
tially legislative in character. By that it is meant that any
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relief suggested should follow a full investigative process and

consider the social and economic impact of changes to be wrought

within such a market. The federal government has long maintained

a dichotomy between the administrative and prosecutorial roles of

the Federal Trade Commission and the Antitrust Division of the

Justice Department. Generally, the latter, with the notable ex-

ception of merger cases, has devoted its resources to conduct

offenses , such as price fixing, boycotts, and illegal tie-in

arrangements. The F.T.C. has, on occasion, moved against firms

for conduct offenses, but even these have usually involved in-

dustry-wide practices. The scope of the F.T.C. statute, which is

now our Chapter 93A, permitted this broader role and it was pre-

cisely this process of defining "unfair methods of competition and

unfair or deceptive acts or practices" which the legislature left

to the espertise of the Commission. See F.T.C.v.R.F. Keppel &

Brother, Inc., 291 U.S. 304 (1934); cf. Commonwealth v. DeCotis

Mass. Adv. Sh. (1974) 1425,1434, f.n. 8; Slaney v. Westwood Auto

Inc., Mass., 322 N.E. 2d 768 (1975). Delegating the function of

determining whether competition exists in the food distribution

process to the Consumers' Council would allow for the kind of

overview that is necessary, while permitting the Attorney General

to seek to punish others for offenses traditionally the responsi-
bility of a prosecutor.

This is not to say that the Attorney General's present

authority would be pre-empted. Rather in one area, the food

distribution industry, the Consumers' Council would be given
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concurrent authority with the Attorney General to perform what

is essentially an administrative function. It is expected that

the Council will review the competitive conditions in certain

segments of the food industry at the retail and wholesale level

and after making findings concerning the structure, conduct and

performance of those sub-markets, enter specific remedial orders.

Of course a full structure-conduct-performance review may not

be necessary in each instance. Thus, competitive abuses of

behavioral nature can be uncovered and either dealt with directly

or turned over to the Attorney General for appropriate action

by his office.

It is our intention to provide the Council with broad

ranging powers to remedy anticompetitive market problems which

it uncovers. Divesture of particular stores or customers (whole

sale) may be ordered; prohibition of multiple labelling (repricing

merchandise after it is placed on the shelf)
, restrictions on

advertising generally or of a certain kind may be required and

prohibitions from acquiring or merging with other persons in or

out of the food industry are some of the remedies which might

appear in the circumstances necessary to meet the particulat
problems encountered. It is, and always has been an administrative

function to form remedies to meet differing situations. We be-

lieve that after hearing all of the evidence, reviewing all of

the elements of the market, including a host of matters beyond

the control of the firms doing business here, appropriate relief

in the public interest will be forthcoming.
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4. The Statute

The heart of the new statute lies within new subsection

(d). It expands the definition of Chapter 93A, Section 2, by

requiring an assessment of the existing market structure with-

out limiting the Council to the all or nothing approach tradition-

ally required in monopoly cases. Thus it will not be necessary

for the Council to be satisfied that one firm is monopolizing

market or several firms have conspired to do so. Rather the

Council will be permitted, after they have ascertained the

product and geographicla boundaries of a market to apply eco-

nomic criteria in order to determine if "free, open, and un-

restrained competition is operating to the fullest possible

degree." It will be up to the Council to determine whether

the nature and extent of competitive forces encountered are

sufficiently allocating the available resources. If the Council

is satisfied that upon all of the evidence before them the

market needs to be freed of certain structural or other restraints,

they should order such changes as they in their discretion deter-

mine are reasonably necessary.

We do not see this process as an unreasonable invasion

of government into the private sector. Government 's role is

to protect and foster the rights of both industry and the pub-

lic to engage in and secure the benefits of competition. To

do nothing while ocal markets are brought under the control of

two or three firms would be a betrayal of the ideal of opportunity

which is the hallmark of the American promise. More, not less

people should share in the marketplace.

Here again it may be that two or three firms are providing
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all that the public interest requires of the competitive process.

If prices are too high then the market should entice other firms

in and if they are not going in then the Council should find out

why they are not doing so. Perhaps there are too many signifi-

cant barriers to entry. It is in this area that the Council can

and should act with considerable vigor. Firms must be permitted

access to the market, for it is that access or the threat of en-

try which works to keep prices down and existing competitors

efficient and active. Whenever the market analysis indicates

artificial barriers, they should be removed and steps taken to

insure that they are not rebuilt. The F.T.C. Report at 14 Com-

menting on earlier studies regarding the barriers to entry caused

by the existence of supermarket chains, states: "The reports

concluded that entry barriers into metropolitan area markets

are moderately sugnificant -ecause of advantages enjoyed by

large, established chains in the areas of financing, shopping

center locations..

Concern has been expressed that in this day of budget

cutting this new statute will cost too much money. It is

difficult to determine the cost involved, but a liberal esti-

mate is approximately $250,000 per year. This would include

the hiring of three attorneys, two economists and three field

investigators and supportive secretarial and supply costs. It

also assumes that volunteers would be available from local

collages and universitities to assist in the gathering and com-

piling of information. These costs would be offset by the
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broader opportunities entrepreneurs would have to expand their

operations into hitherto "closed" segments of the marketplace.

The public would be benefitted if the restoration of the com-

petition worked to lower prices at either the wholesale or retail

levels

Amendment to General Laws, Chapter 93 A

Section 1 of Chapter 93 A is amended by adding subsection (e)

as follows: "Persons engaged in the distribution of food

products means all persons at least ten percent of whose gross

revenue is received from the production, transportation, dis-

tribution or sale of products consumed for food or drink by

man or animal."

Section 2 of Chapter 93 A is amended by adding subsection (d)

follows: (d) "Violations of Section 2 may be determined

to exist with regard to persons engaged in the distribution of

food products within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts where

it is found that based upon the structure, conduct or perfor-

mance of a particular area of effective competition or the firms

operating within said area fee, open and unrestrained competi-

tion is not operating to the fullest extent possible."

The following Sections should be added to Chapter 93 A:

Section 12. The Massachusetts Consumers' Council, hereafter

referred to as the Council, shall have concurrent jurisdiction
with the Attorney General to enforce the provisions of this
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Chapter as to all persons engaged in the distribution of food

products within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Section 13. If the Council, acting through its executive

director has reason to believe that any person has been or

is violating the provisions of Section 2 hereof; and if it

shall appear to the Council that a proceeding by it in respect

thereof would be to the interest of the public issue and serve

upon this person a complaint stating its charges in that respect

and contain a notice of hearing upon a day and a place therein

fixed at least thirty (30) days after the service of said complaint.

The person so complained of shall have the right to appear at the

place and time so fixed to show cause why an order should not be

entered by the Council requiring such person to cease and desist

from the violation of the law so charged in said complaint.

Any person may make application, and with good cause shown, may

be allowed by the Council to intervene and appear in person. The

testimony in such proceedings shall be reduced to writing and

filed in the office of the Council. If upon such hearings the

Council shall be of the opinion that Section 2 of this Chapter

has been violated, it shall make a report in writing and it

shall state its findings as to the facts and shall issue and

cuasue to be served upon such person an order requiring such

person to cease and desist from said violation. The order may

include within its terms affirmative forms of relief to be

instituted both by the respondents and such other persons as the

Council deems necessary to effectuate the elimination of the
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violation or its effects. Until the expiration of the time

allowed for filing a complaint seeking review, if no such complaint

has been duly filed within such time, or, if a complaint seeking

review has been filed within such time then until the records in the

proceedings has been filed in the Appeals Court of Massachusetts,

as hereinafter provided, the Council may at any time, upon such

a notice and in such manner as it shall deem proper, modify or

set aside, in whole or in part, any report or any order made or

issued by it under this section. After the expiration of the time

allowed for filing of a complaint seeking review, if no such

complaint has been duly filed within such time,, the Council may

at anytime, after notice and opportunity for hearing, reopen

and alter, modify, or set aside, in whole or in part, any report

or order made or issued by it under this section, whenever in

the opinion of the Council conditions of fact or of law have so

changed as to require such action or if the public interest shall

so require: Provided, however, That the said person, may, within

sixty (60) days after service upon him or it of said report or

order entered after such a reopening, obtain a review thereof

in the approporiate Appeals Court of Massachusetts, in the

manner provided in section 14 hereof.

Section 14. Any person required by an order of the Council to
cease and desist or requiring any affirmative relief in connection
with any violation of this Chapter may obtain a review of such
order in the Appeals Court of Massachusetts within any county
where the violation occurred or where such person resides or
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carries on business, by filing in the Court, within sixty (60)

days from the date of the service of such order, a written complaint

praying that the order of the Council be set aside. A copy of

such complaint shall be forthwith transmitted by the Clerk of the

Court to the Council, and there upon the Council shall file in

the Court the record in the proceedings. Upon such filing of

the complaint the Court shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding

of the question determined therein concurrently with the Council

until the filing of the record and shall have power to make and

enter a decree affirming, modifying, or setting aside the order

of the Council, and enforcing the same to the entent of such

order is affirmed and to issue such order as are ancillary to

its jurisdiction or are necessary in its judgement to prevent

injury to the public or to competitors pendente lete. The

findings of the Council as to the facts, if supported by evidence.
shall be conclusive. To the extent that the order of the Council

is affirmed, the Court shall thereupon issue its own order

commanding obedience to the terms of such order of the Council.

If either party shall apply to the Court for leave to adduce

additional evidence, and shall show to the satisfaction of the

court that such additional evidence is material and that there

were reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce such evidence

in the proceedings before the Council, the Court may order such

additional evidence to be taken before the Council and to be

adduced upon the hearing in such manner and upon such terms

and conditions as the Court may seem proper. The Council may

modify its findings as to the facts, or make new findings, by
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the reason of the additional evidence so taken, and it shall file

such modified and new findings, which, if supported by evidence,

shall be conclusive, and its reccomendation, if any, for the

modification or setting aside of its original order, with the

return of such additional evidence. The judgement of the Court

shall be final except that the same shall be subject to further

review by the Supreme Judicial Court upon the conditions providing

for such further review as said Court shall from time to time

establish.

Section 15. Upon the filing of the record with it the jurisdiction

of the Appeals Court of Massachusetts to affirm, enforce,modify,

or set aside orders of the Council shall be exclusive.

Section 16. Such proceedings in the Appeals Court of Massachusetts

shall be given precedent over other cases pending therein and

shall be in every way expedited. No order of the Council nor

judgement of the Court to enforce the same shall anywise relieve

or absolve any person from any liability under the anti-trust

laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. (Mass. G.L. c.93)

Section 17. Complaints, orders, and other processees of the

Council under this section may be served by anyone duly authorized
by the Council either:

a) by delivering a copy thereof to the person to

be served or to a member of his partnership to
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be served or the president, secretary, or other

executive officer or a director of the corporation

to be served.

b) by leaving a copy thereof at the residence of

the principal office or place of business of

such person.

c) by mailing a copy thereof by registered or

certified mail adressed to such person at

his or its residence or principal office.
or place of business. The verified return

of the person so serving said complaint, order or

other process setting forth the manner of

said service shall be proof of the same, and

the return post office receipt for said

complaint, order, or other process mailed

by registered mail or by certified mail as

aforesaid shall be proof of service of the

same.

Section 18. An order of the Council to cease and desist or for

such other relief it deems appropriate in the circumstances

shall become final

1) upon the expiration of the time allowed for

filing a complaint seeking review, if no such

complaint has been duly filed within such time.
but the Council may thereafter modify or set
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aside its order to the extent provided in the

last sentence of Section 13 above; or

2) upon the expiration of the time allowed for

seeking review to the Supreme Judicial Court, if

the order of the Council has been affirmed or

the complaint seeking review dismissed by the

Appeals Court of Massachusetts, and no petition

seeking review by the Supreme Judicial Court

has been duly filed; or

3) Upon the denial of a petition seeking review by

the Supreme Judicial Court, if the order of the

Council has been affirmed or the petition seeking

review dismissed by the Appeals Court; or

4) upon the expiration of 30 days from the date of

issuance of the mandate of the Supreme Judicial

Court, if such court directs that the order of

the Council be affirmed or the petition seeking

review dismissed.

5) If the Supreme Judicial Court directs that the

order of the Council be modified or set aside,

the order of the Council rendered in accordance with

the mandate of the Supreme Judicial Court shall

be final upon the expiration of 30 days from the

time it was rendered, unless within 30 days

either party has instituted proceedings to have

such order corrected to accord with the mandate,

in which event the order of the Council shall

become final when so corrected.
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Section 19. If the order of the Council is modified or set aside

by the Appeals Court, and if (1) the time allowed to file a

petition seeking review by the Supreme Judicial Court has expired

and no such petition has been duly filed, or (2) the petition

seeking review by the Supreme Judicial Court has been denied, or

(3) the decision of the court has been affirmed by the Supreme

Judicial Court, then the order of the Council rendered in accordance

with the mandate of the Appeals Court shall become final on the

expiration of 30 days from the time such order of the Council was

rendered, unless within such 30 days either party has instituted

proceedings to have such order corrected so that it will accord

with the mandate, in which event the order of the Council shall

become final when so corrected.

Section 20. If the Supreme Judicial Court orders a rehearing; or

if the case has been remanded by the Appeals Court to the Council

for a rehearing and if;

(1) the time allowed for filing a petition seeking

review to the Supreme Judicial Court has expired.

and no such petition has been duly filed, or

(2) the petition seeking review with the Supreme

Judicial Court has been denied, or
(3) the decision of the Court has been affirmed by

the Supreme Judicial Court then the order of the

Council rendered upon such hearings shall become

final in the same manner as though no prior order

of the Council had been rendered.
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Section 21. As used in this section "mandate” in case a mandate

has been recalled prior to the expiration of 30 days from the

issuance thereof, means the final mandate.

Section 22. Any person who violates an order of the Council

after it has become final and while such order is in effect,

shall forfeit and pay to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a

civil penalty of not more than $25,000.00 for each violation,

which shall be accrued to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and

may be recovered in a civil action brought by the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts. Each separate violation of such order shall

be a separate offense, except that in case of a violation

throug continuing failure or neglect to obey a final order of

the Council each day of continuance of such failure and neglect

shall be deemed a separate offense.

Section 23. The Council shall also have power, in addition to

the powers granted concurrently with the Attorney General:

(a) to require by general or special orders persons

or corporations engaged in the distribution of

food products to file with the Council in such

form as the Council may prescribe annual or

special, or both annual and special, reports or

answers in writing to specific questions,
furnishing to the Council such information as

it may require as to the organization, business,

conduct, practices, management, and relation to
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other corporations, partnerships, individuals,

of the respective persons filing such reports

or answers in writing. Such reports and answers

shall be made under oath or otherwise, as the

Council may prescribe, and shall be filed with

the Council within such reasonable period as the

Council may prescribe, unless additional time be

granted in any case by the Council. It shall

not be an objection to a request for specific

information that the person required to file

such information has to compile data and

information from sources within its control

not otherwise previously compiled by said

person.

(b) Upon the direction of the Governor or either

the Senate or the House of Representatives to

investigate and report the facts relating to

any alleged violations of the provisions of

the provisions of 93A by any person engaged

in the distribution of food products.

(c) To make public from time to time such portions

of the information obtained by it thereunder,

except trade secrets and names of customers, as

it shall deem expedient in the public interest.
and to make annual and special reports to the

Legislature and to submit therewith recommendations
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for additional legislation; and to provide for

the publication of its reports and decisions

in such form and manner as may be best adapted

for public information.

(d) to make rules and regulations, both procedural

and substantive, for the purpose of carrying

out the provisions of this Act. Whenever the

Council establishes rules which are prospective

they shall have the force and effect of law and

their promulgation shall comply with the provisions

of the Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 30A.

Section 24. The several Departments and Bureaus of the government

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts shall when directed by the

Attorney General furnish the Council, upon its request, all records,

papers, and information in their possession relating to any corporation

subject to any of the provisions of this Act, and shall detail

from time to time such officials and employees to the Council

as the Attorney General may direct.

Section 25. In addition to the powers provided to the Council

by Section 6 of the General Laws, Chapter 93A, the Council may

order testimony to be taken by deposition in any proceedings or

investigations pending under this Act at any time and any stage

at such proceedings or investigations and such deposition shall
be taken in a manner consistent with the Massachusetts Rule of

Civil Procedure. Witnesses summoned before the Council shall
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be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses whose

despositions are taken and the person taken same shall severally

be entitled to the same fees as are paid for like services in the

courts of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. No person shall be

excused from attending and testifying or from producing documentary

evidence before the Council or in obedience to the request to

produce documents either pursuant to Section 6 or Section 23 hereof

of the ground or for the reason than the testimony or evidence,

documentary or otherwise, required of it may tend to criminate

him or subject him to penalty or forfeiture. But that no natural

person shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture

in any subsequent proceedings where the testimony or evidence he

has given is used against him, provided that no natural person

so testifying shall be exempt from prosecution and punishment

for perjury committed in so testifying.

Section 26. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to

prevent or interfere with the enforcement of the provisions of

Chapter 93 or this Chapter 93A,.n0r shall anything contained in

this Act be construed to alter, modify, or reapeal Chapter 93 or

other Acts to regulate commerce within the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

The Milk Legislation

The Minority takes issue with only a portion of the legis-

lation proposed by the Commission. We applaud those portions
of the proposals which eliminate the artificial trade barriers
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created by the requirements that milk coming into Massachusetts

from out of state dairy farms be inspected and certified by

Massachusetts inspector. Uniform federal standards some of which

are higher than local standards area vailable to us now and we

ought to take advantage of them. The Commission proposals ac-

complish this through a program of mandatory recipocity, requiring

the Department of Agriculture to certify farms meeting the federal

standards. If it is determined for health and not trade reasons

that the milk is unfit then the certificate may be withdrawn.

This is as it should be.

The Commission recommends the abolition of the Milk Control

Commission, a move long overdue.

One of the functions of the Milk Control Commission is to

establish marketing areas for dairy farmers within the Commonwealth

within which it establishes minimum producer prices. Under the

majority's proposal the Department of Agriculture would retain the

authority to establish marketing regions and minimum producer

prices. This price setting function should, with the rest of the

statute, be discarded. The federal government establishes minimum

producer prices for most of the mid and eastern portions of the

state and while in our judgement that program is of dubious merit,

if the farmers in the remaining parts of the state want to join

that program they should do so.

Massachusetts should not be in the business of setting
minimum prices unless it is absolutely essential to do so. The

liquor industry and all other industries benefitting at the con-
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sumer's expense from our fair trade laws provide concrete examples

of the pitfalls of such governmental intervention. Competition

is stifled by minimum price fixing schemes however they are man-

aged. Because the federal government wants to devote its resources

to a program of price fixing for farmers is no reason why the

Commonwealth should itself engage in that behavior.

Persons interested in seeing less government interference

in private enterprise will quite probably react vigorously to

the amendments suggested in Chapter 93 A. How many of those

same persons benefitted by governmental minimum price regulation

such as occurs through the establishment of milk marketing areas

in Massachusetts or by the governmental fair trade statute will

speak up against those "benign" intrusions?

The simple fact is that government, wherever possible,

should avoid interfering with the competitive forces when they

are actually functioning. If dairy farmers cannot succeed i

the competitive struggle, the government should not prop them

up through complex and protective regulatory devices. The entire

system of registration and certification was in large measure con-

ceived as a health device designed to protect Massachusetts con-

sumers. The sytem and the Commission empowered to enforce it

have converted the regulation into anti-competitive trade

protectionism, which should be completely dismantled. The public

interest is not served by a partial preservation of the system

of marketing areas.

It is not suggested that because of the complex regulations

governing the prices paid to producers, local marketing areas
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are needed so that Massachusetts dairy farmers cam secure the

benefits of increased utilization ratios. The system, in its

simplest terms, provides that the price of farmer receives in-

creases more than just arithmetically if the fluid milk sold

increases and that separate marketing areas are essential to

this scheme. Evidence of the precise nature of this increased

price to the farmer was not available to the Commission. What

is clear, however, is that farmers will receive more money for

their products if the government sets up market areas. This

is antithical to the point of view of this Minority. We will

readily accept and sponsor government involvement in the private

sector for limited purposes, one of which is the promotion and

protection of competition. We reject the notion of government

involvement to protect competitors, be they food manufacturers,

wholesalers, retailers or farmers.

Respectfully submitted,

Ravech, Esquire

Member of Special Legislative
Commission on Food Pricing
and Marketing Procedures
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IV Uw Uclcw Cost Statute and Fair Trada Law: :ieed for Fbpeol

Tlic Ccrmissicn has reccrmended elimination of tlie 13claw Cost Statute

as it allies to mil;. Hiis reoanrendaticn is incorporated into the Milk

Control CCrunission Bill (Exhibit G). Che Comissicn believed that total

abolition of the Below Cost Statute, M.G.L.A. c.93 gI4F, as oren-iad, or the

Fair Trade Lai; M.G.L.A., c.93, §§I4.VI4C, as amended, was not within tiie

delegated to it. However, for several reasons tliis Ccnrission strogly

recormends tliat both lavs be repealed.

Chapter 93, section 14F, is part of the Unfair Sales Act and prdilbits

the below cost sale of all items. In effect, this inhibits effective com-

petition at tha retail level, due to tiic breadth and vagueness of its pro-

visions and the oicertainty surrounding its enforcement. It is arguable

that there was a need for tiiis statute when it was originally conceived

sane 30 odd years ago. Ila.ever, stimulating lew cost sales will increase

competition, provide the consumer with better value and generate sales and

sales tax as well. Yet the retailer would still be protected from unfair

sales practices by the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act, M.G.L.A.

c.93, §1 and 2. If a retailer wishes to increase competition and sales by

lowering tiic price of Inis goods, there is no sound reason -why he should be

prohibited from doing so.

Joined with the Be lav Cost Statute is the Fair Trade Law which allows

ccrpanics to dictate tie price of retail goods. Sections 14A and 14D of

diopter 93 give this practice statutory sanction. Setting minimum prices

for products can only harm the consumer, ~y forcing him to bear the brunt of

contracts mace between retailers and manufacturers.

The Fair Trade Lav also eliminates any vestage whatsoever cf ccnpetition,
because it establislics price rigidity from- store to store. 7s in the case cf
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tie Below Cost Statute, the Fair Tract? Law is a creature of tlio dpression

vrfien such steps may have been necessary in order to protect business. But

with prices rising dramatically, consumers can no longer afford die luxury

of these so called "protccti\o laws", which protect business and not the

ccnsunor. Little or no ncgati\e impact wcwld result from tiie abolition of

tliis law, since it simply roans that prices new frozen by manufacturers

would be allowed to seek a level established by an epen and fair oerpetitive

system.

The Canrission strcngly believes that unless this statutory Fair

Trade Law, as well as any carmen law based fair trade latvs are repealed,

consumers will continue to pay excessive prices for products in the epen

market. It is the CCmnission’s considered belief that the state should

rerove these statutory controls as soon as possible.
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EXHIBIT A

PUBLIC HEARINGS
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HEARING

Sept. 19 10:00 - 2:00 Gardner Audi.Boston
6:00 - 9:00 State House

6:00 - 9:00 Citv HallQuincy
Hancock Street

Cambridge Harrington School
Cambridge Street
East Cambridge

630 Salon St.
Malden,

Malden

Springfield City Hall

Springfield 10:00 - 2:00 City Hall

Gardner Audi.
State House

Boston

Lawrence Public Library
Lawrence Street

Lawrence

City HallWorcester
Main Street

APPENDIX A - PUBLIC HEARINGS

PLACE
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EXHIBIT B

FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE
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I

RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE USE OF CONFIDENTIAL INDIVIDUAL
COMPANY DATA COLLECTED UNDER THE FOOD COMMISSION'S

LINE OF BUSINESS REPORT PROGRAM

J)ata collected under the Lino of Business Report Program
•re gathered for the purpose of preparing statistical compila-
tions, consistent with the confidentiality strictures contain J
herein. While the Commission intends to utilize tabulate ns , t
Line of Business data in the Commission Report, no indiviauax
company data contained in the Line of Business Report? r ’ 11 be
revealed in these reports prepared by the Commission. However,
these reports may be utilized in connection with any Commissi
investigation.

'the names of companies, financial data and all ■ cher in-
formation which are obtained frotr respondent compen■* * s arc
confidential, and persons ' ithorized to have access :o this
information may not release, uiscuss or ir any way provide
access to such inforraat: ' ■ ■- anyone not authorized to have
access.

7'Uthorized access and ,e. Access to and use of individ-
ual company data i" rest .cted to cambers of the Legislative
Commission on Fooq except that apon recommendation of the
Commission, the data may be turned over to appropriate
government authorities. Access by members of the Commission
is authorized only during and for the purpose of electronic
processing of such data.

All persons having use or possession of individual com-
pany data will be personally responsible for securing the
confidentiality of those data and for following the raules set
forth above. Any violation of these rules, either through
neglect or otherwise, will result in prosecution to the full
extent of the law or any other legal action decided on by the
Chairman of the Commission.
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legislative commission on food

THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT is to enable the Legislative Commission
on Food to aggregate business data for the retail food and rela_ed
industries. Each company being surveyed is asked to provide cer-
tain items of financial information on each of the lines of
business in which it operates.

DUE DATE: 35 days after the receipt of this questionnaire.

If some item or subitem is *

w applicable to the addressee company/
enter "NA" in the ar ->ropr . .te space. All financial data should be
for the addressee company's most recently completed fiscal year.
Dollar amounts should be reported to the nearest thousand dollars.
e.g., $2,397,629 is to be reported as $2,398. Report all percent-
ages to the nearest tenth of one percent, e.g., $491,126 as a
percentage of $2,397,629 is to be reported at 20.5 percent.
Foreign monetary values are to be converted to dollar equivalents
as of the date customarily used by the addressee company.

Continuation sheets for Items B through E have been included in
the packet of paterials you received. Additional copies of those
sheets may be reproduced by you, or they will be supplied by the
Commission.

The Addendum to the report form contains a list of industry cate-
gories. it does not need to be returned when the ' ted * '

form is filed.

.LINE OF BUSINESS REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE

Footnotes should be used to explain fully any answer which appears
to be inconsistent wit v

. .ctions or which needs additional
clarifiestior ar * its meaning; they may be put on the form it-
self (where hpace L ts) or on attachment sheets. If
attachment sheets are used, they should be: identified with the
letter (s) to which they apply; r.u..-t»*rcd consecutively, beginning
with "attachment sheet (1)"; and put at the end of the completed
report. The number of attachment sheets should be indicated in
the blank which is provided below.
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The numbers of continuation and attachment sheets are;

Tlem n ; Item C ; Hem D ; Item E ; Attachment

Representative of the addressee company who should be contacted
regarding this report;

Name
Address

Telephone number

This report was prepared under my supervision. To the best: of
my knowledge, the information presented is true, corret c, and
complete.

Date(Signature and title of company offrcia

CERTIFICATION
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ITEM A. COMPANY IDENTIFICATION. The purpose of this item is to
determine any changes in the identity of the addressee company
and to determine whether the addressee company is owned by
another firm.

1. If the name and/or the mailing address of the addressee
company has been changed during its most recently com-
pleted fiscal year, give the previous name and mailing
address*

Name

Address

2. Did another domestic company have more than a 50 percer*
ownership interest in the addressee company at any tine
during the fiscal year (yes or r..: t if no, s’-'o subitem
3, and complete the rest of the report form

3. Give the name, mailii j address, arc Employer identifica
tion Number (s) of the •'ning company If the addressee
company is to be .'.oxidated for reporting purposes by
the owning company, do not complete the rest of the
report form. Return th*» Tirst three pages of the report
form within ten dav' j f its receipt.

Name

Address

Employer Identification Number(s)
under which the addressee company
reported income and payroll taxes

4. The addressee company's
fiscal year (month/day/year)
for which this report is
being filed:

/began on:

ended on:

5. Employer Identification Number(s)
under which the addressee company
reported income and payroll taxes;
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ITEM B. COMPANY AFFILIATIONS, The purpose of this item is to
identify active domestic companies in which the addressee company
has a majority ownership interest.

For purposes of this report, DOMESTIC refers to the 50 States anti
the District of Columbia. Hence, a DOMESTIC CORPORATION is one
incorporated in one of the 50 States or the District of Columbia,
and a DOMESTIC OPERATION is one in which production of a good or
rendering of a service occurs in one or more of the 50 States
and/or in the District of Columbia. Note that an operation
taking place in one or more of the 50 States and/or in the
District is domestic even though all of the output is exported.
FOREIGN refers to other than the 50 States and the District of
Columbia. Hence, a FOREIGN ENTITY is one which is legally
organized in other than the 50 States or the District of Columbia
and a FOREIGN BRANCH is a branch operating in other tha Lne 50
States or the District of Columbia.

Complete one Item B sheet for active domestic company in
which the addressee compan** h e. .acre than a 50 percent ownership
interest at any time during the fiscal year given in Item A
above. If there were no such enter "none" in subitem
1, and go to Item C- An ACT"*” - company is a company with assets,
or with receipts from eperr ,10ns, or both. Any company which is
more than 50 percent owned by a subsidiary of the addressee
company is considered to be more than 50 percent owned by the
addressee company.

1. Exact company title:
2. Mailing address;

3. Place of incorporation (State or country):

4, Date of incorporation (month/day/year); / /

5. Employer Identification Number(s)
assigned to this company for
reporting income and payroll taxes:

6. Describe the comply* principal activities*
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7. Total sales or receipts (including
transactions with affiliates) in this
company's most recently completed
fiscal year:

H. Approximate percentage of total sales
or receipts, a;» given in subitem 7,
above, which originated from domestic
operations

1.1 company w., not more then S') per- iirst: /

cent owned throughout entire fiscal
year, give the first and last days
on which it wiu more than 50 percent
owned (raonth/day/year) last; / /

10. if subitem *} is applicable, please explain wh? happened
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ITEM Q

State the names and addresses of all persons, corporate,

institutional or otherwise, controlling 10% or more of

the outstanding shares of stock of your company.

11

State the names and addresses of the directors tnd

officers of your compa’*’".

12

13 Stat* ;h - mos and addresses of each person who is an

officer, shareholder, director or employee with manage-

ment or supervisory responsibilities of your company

(hereafter referred to as a "controlling representative 1 )

who is also a trolling representative" of another
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company (other company) engaged in the production, trans-

portation or distributor of food products at the whole-

sale or retail level.

14, In each instance where you have listed an individual in

answer to question 13 please statei

(a) The name and address of the “other company";

(b) How long the person so listed has acted for both

your company and the "other company”-

(c) Whether your company or the "other company" has a

financial interest (e.g., loans, stock ownership.
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customers or supplies) in each other.

IS State whether your company has been a participant, since

its incorporation in any merger, consolidation, exchange

of stock or other combination of assets or stock with any

other company engaged in the production transportation

or distribution of food products at the wholosal' or re-

tail level.

NOYe

If the answer to ques on 15 is in the affirmative,

state i

*6

(a) The date of the transaction;

(b) The names and addresses of the entities involved;

(c) The principal activities of the entitie" 'l*"

before and after the transaction, i ~ merger,

w-o.
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ITEM C. IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF LINES OF BUSINESS. The
purpose of this item is to identify your firm's lines of busines.
•nd to gather information on the degree to which these lines are
specialized to a single industry category.

Complete a separate Item C for each lino of business.
A LINE OF BUSINESS is the combination of all segments. Unless
your company presently allocates all expenses and assets of an
establishment to subunits of it, the establishment is a segment.
If such allocations are currently done for any of your establish-
ments, you must use the subunits of those establishments ae-
segments,

An ESTABLISHMENT is a plant or other economic init, goners ll\r at
a single physical location, where manu.'nc-uring operate*.s or
other services are performed. administrative Cefices,
auxiliary units, and sales offices which primarily whe .sale or
retail goods manufactured by wh". -.ame firm are beparat j estab-
lishments .

A central administrative office is a unit primarily engaged in
management and general adminir*-wive functions performed
centrally for other units Jie same company.

An auxiliary unit is a unit pri-ia-rily engaged in performing
supporting services for other units of the same company rather
than for the general public or for other business firms. A plant
or other unit primarily engaged in manufacturing products which
are then used as inputs by another establishment of the same firm
is not to bo treated as an auxiliary unit. It is a separate
establishment.

THE PRIMARY ACTIVITY CODE of a segment or line of business if the
Pood Commission code for the industry category in the Addendum
which accounts for the largest percentage of the sales or receipts
of that part of the company.

SALES OR RECEIPTS is defined as the value (measured at invoice
prices) of merchandise sold or services rendered d’-
year, ret of returns and allowances. Non-opera*' ...cc.« is
included. Excise and sales taxes paid to Feder_j., State, local,
or other taxing agencies are not included.
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i

2

3

a

Primary activity coda for this lino of
business:

List the segments which are included in
this line of businessi

Specialization of the line of business. To the
determination of the rela! ive importance of primary products
and secondary products in t v is line of bu-inoss, please
provide a breakdown of : ,<des or receipts. Use 5-digit
Census of Manufactures product classes for manufacturing
activities and 2-digit Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) industries for non- -nufacturing activities. Where data
on some measure c her an sales wr receipts, such as value of
shipments, are more readily a--ailable, they may be used,
provided that the substitution is indicated in a footnote.
Include in sales or receipts transfers to other lines of
business. Data for the closest calendar year may bo
substituted for fiscal year data if they are more readily
available and this is indicated in a footnote.

The 5-digit product class codes will be found in the Bureau of
the Census publication 1972 Census of Manufactures: Numerical
List of Manufactured Products (New 77972) SIC Basis). The
2—digit codes appear in the Standard Industrial classifiestion
Manual, 1972, published by the Office of Management and
Budget.

Census c r P»'
Description SIC cr *.ew-

nui.-
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ITEM D, FINANCIAL DATA FOR LINES OP BUSINESS will bo reported in
this item. Tho Commission will aggregate data reported for all
linos of business classified in a single industry category. The
resulting aggregates will be published in an annual statistical
report.

A company must complete a separate Item D form for each line of
business.

The 10-K REPORTING COMPANY is the addressee company and all cr
its subsidiaries which are consolidated for the annual 10K report
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, For companies
not filing with the SEC, use the addressee company and all of its
majority owned subsidiaries as a 10K Reporting Company for
purposes of this report.

In subitem 3, if transfers are not at fair market value, a&acribe
the method of valuation used, and gi\a the reason for u-’ng it.

1. Primary activity code for this line
of business:

2. Sales or receipts, not including
transfers to other pr of the 10K
Reporting Cor >any:

3. Transfers to other parts of the 10K
Reporting Company:

4. Total sales or receipts of the line
of business (sum of subitems 2
and 3) :

5. If the transfers reported in subitem 3 are more than five
percent of the total sales or receipts reported in
subitem 4, please provide a breakdown of the transfers.
Receiving lines of business are to be identified by their
primary activity code, the domestic regulated and foreign
sections are to be identified by the words "Regulated"
and "Foreign".

Identification:

Sales or rec^ipi
In completing buoito , 5 through 21, three categories are to be
used: (1) direct, (2) allocated, and (3) not allocated. With
rasped to expenses, DIRECT COSTS .

- those which are incurred ator belc-w the level of the individual lino of business and which
therefore do not pose tn allocation problem. Costs that are to
be ALLOCATED are costs incurred at a level above tho individual
line oi business for which either reasonable measures of the
benefits received by different lines of business exist or a
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reasonable determination of the effects on common costs caused bydifferent lines of business can be made. Similar rules apply to
income and asset items.

For each subitem, list the amount directly attributable to this
lino of business, the amount allocated to this line of business,
and the sum of these two amounts. Data on income, expense, and
asset items which are not allocated will be collected in Item E,
below.

In subitem 15, report either Research and Development expanse foi
the current period or amortization on capitalized Research and
Development. Indicate in a footnote whether the number reported
is expense or amortization.

In subitem 20, if the applicable tax ratals) xor extrac-dinary
items is not the same as the company-wide tax rata, pie su explain
in a footnote.

MEDIA ADVERTISING EXPENSE is a 1■' expenditure" related to
advertising the company's :~j, products, ov services by
television, radio, newspapers, newspaper supplements, magazines,
business periodicals, billboards |outdoor advertising), transit,
direct mail, handbills, and ,ior media. Expenditures for the
use of media and for \dver..sing agon-y services are included.
Expenditures for the support of c. vertising such as the cost of
an advertising department, a market research group which
specializes in evaluation of advertising and promotional efforts,
a media buying department, or a graphic arts department that
specializes in the preparation of advertising copy, are also
included. This definition is essentially the same as the one
used by the Securities and Exchange Commission, in Form IC-K.

SELLING EXPENSE OTHER THAN MEDIA ADVERTISING EXPENSE is all
expenditures for sales promotion activities except those included
in media advertising expense.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSE is all expenditures for basic or
applied research in the sciences and engineering, including
design and development of prototypes and processes " md<*-
for quality control, routine product testing, roar' . -eseurch,
sales promotion, sales service, research in tuc -ocial sciences
or psychology, other nontachnological activities, and technical
service are not include-!, definition is the same as the one
used by the ft- Science Foundation, in Form RD-1, and by the
Bureau of thj Cencu. ,

f Form NC-X6 (Rev.).

COST C" SALES AND OPERATIONS is ... -, including fringe benefits
and employer contribution.; for payroll taxes; cost of materials
used in manufacturing,- cost of goods purchased for resale;
changes in inventories; depreciation, depletion, and amortiza-
tion; property taxes; and other factory costs. Selling costs,
research and development nmanie, and general and administrative
costs are not includej xr. cost of sales and operations.
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Sura of
Colura
A & B
(col C)

AllocatedDirect

(Col A) (Col B)

Materials costs (including
goods purchased for resale),
not including transfers
from other parts of the 10K
Reporting Company:

6

Materials (including goods
purchased for resale),
transferred from other parts
of the 10K Reporting

7

Company:

Labor costs;

Inventory at beginning '•f
fiscal year less , nuory
at end of fiscal year:

9

10 Depreciation, deplet ,n,
and amortize ion o„ plant,
property, and equipment:

11 Other costs of sales and
operations:

Coat of sales and opera-
tions (subitems 6 through
ID:

12

Media advertising expense:13

Selling expense other than
media advertising expense:

14,

15 Research and development
expense:

16 Other general and
administrative txri

17 Ope. aLing i ~,
~t before

unallocated items (subitem
4 less subitems 12 throu*..
16),

8
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Sum c'
Direct Allocated columns

A & B
(Col A) (Col B) (Col C)

18. Non-operating expense less
non-operating income (not
including income from
equity in unconsolidated
subsidiaries or affiliated
companies or interest
expense):

19. Income before unallocated
and extraordinary amounts
(subitem 17 less subitem
18) i

20. Extraordinary gains le
extraordinary los’ - ; , ..ot
net of applicable taxesi

21. State and local inc
taxesi

For the asset subitems below, 22 through 25, use the same three
categories as were used above: direct, allocated, and not allo-
cated. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated
companies should not be reported in subitem 25, either in the
direct or allocated columns; they are to be reported in Items E
and F. All asset subitems are to bo reported as of the last day
of the fiscal year.

Sum of
Direct Allocated columns

A & B
(Col A) (Col B) (Col C.

22. Cross plant, property, and
equipment:

23. Aocui.iu la tad depreciation,
depletion, an'’ sn;;..:a-
tior or , ' nt, property,
anu equip.. ,r f -

21. Not plant, property, ar.u
equipment (subitem 22 less
subitem 23) .

25. All other assets:

18, Non-operating expense loss
non-operating income (not
including income from quity
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ITEM E. INCOME, EXPENSES, AND ASSETS NOT ALLOCATED TO INDIVIDUAL
LINES OF BUSINESS, The purpose of this item is to collect data
on those amounts that were not direct or allocated, and were
therefore not reported in Item D.

For subitems 1 through 7, 9, and 10, list the amount of income or
expense that was not direct or was not allocated to individual
lines of business in Item D. If the amount reported for any of
these subitems, o r part of the reported amount, is common to
only some of your lines of business, please indicate the m..oun
and the lines to which the amount is common in a footnote.

All interest expanse is to be given in subitem 8r »nd all Federal
income tax is to be given in subitem 11,

In subitem 5, report either Research and Development <"trense for
the current period or amortization on capitalized Rese run and
Development. Indicate in a footnote whether the numb ' reported
is expanse or amortization.
In subitem 9, if the appl ■ :.j tax rate(sj for extraordinary
items is not the same as tne company-wide tax rate, please
explain in a footnote.

1. Depreciatiri, de .etion, and amortization
on plant, property, and equipment:

2. Other costs of sales and operations:

3. Media advertising expense:

4. Selling expense other than media
advertising expense:

5. Research and development expense

6. Other general and administrative
expense:

7. Non-operating expense less non-
operating income (including income
from the equity or unconsolidated
subsidiaries and affiliated companies
except for --. uded in the
dome-ti. *gulated section and the
fc„< .gn uu Hon, and not including
interest expense);

8. Interest expense;

9. Extraordinary gains less extraordi-
nary losses, not net of applicable
taxes:
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10. Stata and local income taxes;

11. Federal income taxes;

In subitems 12 through 15, give the amounts for the components of
assets which ware not direct and were not allocated to individual
lines of business in Item D. All asset subitems are to be
reported as of the last day of the fiscal year. All investments
in unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated companies (except
for those included in the domestic regulated section or the
foreign section) should be included in subitem 15.

12. Gross plant, property, and equipment;

13. Accumulated depreciation, depletion
and amortization on plant, property
and equipment:

14. Net plant, property, r..d equipment
(subitem 12 less su v i m 13);

15. All other assets;
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ITEM F. FINANCIAL DATA FOR THE COMPANY. The purpose of this
item ia to get financial information for the Company as a whole
that corresponds to the information provided in Items D and E.

In completing this item, refer to the definitions of terms which
were given in Item D. Note that the definition of sales or
receipts is different for the two forms: sales and excise taxes
are not included in this report.

1. Sales or receipts, not including
sales and excise taxesi

3. Depreciation, depletion, and
amortization on plant, property.
and equipment:

4-1. Materials costs:

4-2. Labor costs:

4-3. Other costs of s ’c; and operations:

4-4. Media advertising expert

4-5. Sailing exr mse u.her than media
advertising expense:

4-6. Research and development expense:

4-7. Other general and administrative
expense:

5. Operating income (subitem 1 less
subitems 3 though 4-7) :

6. Non-operating income:
7-1. Interest expense:

7-2. Other non-operating expense:

6. Income before income taxes and
extraordinary items (subitems 5 and
6 less subitems 7-1 _nd 7-2):

9. Ne* xncor.,-. of domestic investments
accounted for by the equity method:

10. Provision for current and deferred
domestic income taxes (on subitems
8 and 9):

11. Income after i”come taxes (subitems
8 and 9 lea', 10) :
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day el the

12. Extraordinary gain*, lose applicable
income taxeai

Income taxa* on aubitem 13■

13. Extraordinary loses*, lees applicable
Income taxes i

Income taxes on subitem 13 1
14, Minority stockholders' interest in

income o£ 10-K Reporting Companyi

IS, Nat Income (subitems 11 and 13 lees
subitems 13 and 14) i

16, Retained earnings at beginning ot
fiscal yean

17. cash dividends char"
' to retained

esrninga i

IS, Other direct charges or eredtti te
retained earnings'

IS. Retained earnings at enJ of fiseal
year (subitems is and 16 leas
subitems 17 and 19) i

for aaaee and equity subitems, repert aa ef the last
fiscal year.

26a,b, oross plant, property, and equipmenti
265, Accumulated aepreeiatien, depletion,

and amortiaation on plant, preperty,
and equipmenti

20-25,37. All other assetsi

30d. gtoekheiders' equityi
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ITEM G. FOOD WHOLE SALE R/SUPER MARKET PERFORMANCE BY DEPARTMEf.
is to include an informational decomposition by produc
category of:

1) 1973 average gross margins;

2) Average gross margins as percentage of total sales;

3) Average gross margins as percent of gross profit;

4) Gross profit (dollars);

5) Total sales volume.

Product categories include canned fruits, pasta products and
bakery foods. In addition, there are specie’ inserts covering
the 1973 F.Y. performance for breakfati .ooos and cer 'is,
fresh produce, and frozen foods, which require inform? .ion
about:

1) Percent of departme’

2) Dollar volume;

nl sales;

tal gross profit;3) Percent of departr

4) Gross profit (dollars);

5) Items/brands assortment

6) Average gross margin.

Use the attached sheets to record answers to information sought
in Item S.

The purpose of data solicited in this item is to provide the
Conmission with an accurate record of supermarket sales and
product movement.
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ITEM U. The following questions are designed to determine the ma
in Which supormarket/wholesaler food business is conducte.
the meaning of various terms, and methods of internal be ’■

keeping. The Commission believes that such information i.

necessary if the role and importance of supermarkets anu
food wholesaler is to bo properly and thoroughly unders'

1. Define “gross margin” as it is used with respect to cash
discounts, advertising, manufacturing, warehousing, trans-
portation and store overhead coats.

Cash discounts

Advertising,

Manufacturing,

warehousing

Transportation

Store overhead costs

2. How are promotional mark-downs treated?

A) Promotional mark-dr .is are treated as an expense.

NoYea

n) Promotional mark-downs are treated as a reduction of
gross margin.

NoYes

3. There may be material differences between stores. For
example, there may be differences in parking facilities,
delicatessen departments, liquor departments, soft good
departments, etc.

A) List all possible material differences between stores
which operate as part of addressee's business

B) Indicate whether addition services, e.g., deli.
parking, etc., increases or decreases the gross margin
for the store offering the services.

�. Define the store contribution to the operation's net profit
and overhead.
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What product categories do you place within the following
departments for accounting purposes?

Dry FoodsCanned Foods Grocery Perish

Bakery Products & Dessf
dv:plies GarniGarni* nments

Other Dry Groceries General Merchandise
5> Conveniences and non-Foodsand non-Foods
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7. Please describe in complete detail the company's principal

activities.

8. Please state the names and addresses of your comp. ..y's 15

largest customers by dolra" volume and state the exact

amount of that dollcu ,-.iurae.

WHOLESALER - FOOD BROKERS
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0. I'loasc state the names and addresses of your company's 2L

largest suppliers by dollar volume and state the exact

amount of that dollar volume.
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Please state the names and addresses of the persons with
Whom you have competed in the past and presently compete

against for the custom of the 20 customers listed in

paragraph 2 above (wholesalers only)

xo

11 Please state whether there is any equity or long-term

(more than 120 days) debt interest of your company in any

company engaged in the retail distribution of food prod- ■

12 Please describe the m«— sr in which food brokers compete

with -C-./U wV., ’ asalers.
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13

14

State whether your company provides services or facilities

to its customers, in addition to the sale of products to

them, in any of the following areas:
(a) retail pricing; Yes No_

(b) advertising; Yes No

(c) delivory/pick-up Yes No_

(d) credit; Yes No_

(o) in store set-up; Yea No_

(f) computerized order
Yes Notaking;

(g) other: a Yes No

b Yes NO

If the answer to question number 13 is answered either h ■
or in part in the affirmative, please describe in precis

detail the service provided; whether there is a charge

therefor; if it is available to all customers; whether there

is a minimum dollar on unit order before these services a.e

made available; whether any or all of these services are

provided by your competitors to their customers.
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is. With regard to the extension of credit by your company.

please state:

(1) The terms which are generally available to your

customera j

(2) Whether certain customers are provided with bet

terms than others, and if so, which criteria i'

utilized by your company in determining which

company receives the best .erms.
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Complete one Item B sheet for each active domestic company in
which the addressee company had more than a 50 percent ownership
interest at any time during the fiscal year given in Item A
above.

1. Exact company title?

2. Mailing address?

3. Place of incorporation (State or co’” try)?

4. Date of incorporation (monf.i/day/year) -JL
5. Employer Identification Number(s)

assigned to this com’- y for
reporting income . payroll taxes?

6. Describe the company' c t iincipal activities?

7. Total sales or receipts (including
transactions with affiliates) in this
company's most recently completed
fiscal year?

8. Approximate percentage of total sales
or receipts, as given in subitem 7,
above, which originated from domestic
operations ?

9. If company was not more than 50
percent owned throughout entire
fiscal year, give the first and
last days on *.:hich was more first?
than 3D e . cent owned (month/day/
year) last?

IC. If subitem 9 is applicable, please explain What happened

continuation sheet b ( )

ITEM B. COMPANY AFFILIATIONS
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continuation sheet c ( )

IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF LINES OF BUSISESIITEM a

a separate Item C for each line of business of the QFR
I Company.

Complete i
Reporting

Primary activity code for this line of
business;

1

Cen
F" ode Receipt-
number

Description

List the segments which are included in this line of
business;

Specialization of e line of business. To faciliate the
determinat on of ihe relative importance of primary prod-
ucts and secondary products in this line of business,
please provide a breakdown of its sales or receipts, use
5-digit Census of Manufactures product classes for manu-
facturing activities and 2-digit Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) industries for non-manufacturing
activities. Where data on some measure other than sales
or receipts, such as value of shipments, are more readily
available, they may be used, provided that the substitution
is indicated in a fottnote. Include in sales or receipts
transfers to other lines of business. Data for the clos*-'*
calendar year may be substituted for fiscal year data if
they are more readily available and this ia indicated in a

footnote.
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ITEM D. FINANCIAL DATA FOR LINES OF BUSINESS

A company must- complete a separate Item E form for each line of
business in which it had at least $lO million in fiscal year
•ales or receipts. in addition, it must complete a form for a
residual category consisting of the sum of all lines of business
in which it had less than $lO million in sales or receipts in
each. All activities of the QFR Reporting Company must be
included in one of the separate lines of business or in the
residual category. Use 9 t).99 as the FTC code number for the
residual line of business.

In subitem 3, if transfers are not at fair market value, desr •

the method of valuation used, and give the reason for usi~'J it.

I. Primary activity code for this line of
business;

2. Sales or receipts, n~t including t-ans-
fers to other pr - c the 10-K
Reporting Company;

Transfers to other arts of the 10-K
Reporting Compar ;

■X, Total sales or receipts of the line of
business (sum of subitems 2 and 3):

If the transfers reported in subitem 3 are more than five
percent of the total sales or receipts reported in subitem
4, please provide a breakdown of the transfers. For each
receiving line of business, for the domestic regulated
section, and for the foreign section, list the transfers
received if this amount is more than 10 percent of the
total transfers from this line of business. Receiving
lines of business are to be identified by their primary
activity code, identified by the words "Regulated" and
"Foreign" respectively.

Identification;

Sales or receipt*:

CONTINUATION SHEET D ( ) - 1
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v„„ are required to maintain records which describe the items

which were allocated end the allocation bases used These
records need not he filed with this report but must be available
for review by members of the Line of Business Report staff.
Those records must be maintained for a period of three (3) years.

For each subitem list the amount directly attributable to this
line of business, the amount allocated to this line of business
and the sum of these two amounts. Data on income, ■expense
asset items which are not allocated will bo collected in Item u

below

In subitem 15, report either Research and Development expens. for
the current period or amortization on capitalized Researcn and
Development in a footnote whether the number reports
is expense or amortization.

In subitem 20, if the applicate tax ra^e(®' f°' ®Xt^°|sgnary
items is not the same as - _ompany-wide tax rate, please

oxplajn in a footnote
Sura of

Direct Allocated columns
A & B

(Col A) (Col B) (Col C)

Materials costs (includ-
ing goods purchased for
resale), not including
transfers from other parts
of the 10—K Reporting
Company:

7. Materials (including
goods purchased for re-
sale), transferred from
other parts of the 10-K
Reporting Company:

It. Labor costs;

Inventory at begin-i g
of fisc- 1 'ear less
in-e..tori t end of
fiscal year:

Id. Depreciation, depletion,
and amortization on
plant, property, and
equipment:

CONTINUATION SHEET D ( ) - 2
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11. Other costs of sales and
operations:

12. Cost of sales and operations
(subitems 6 through 11):

13. Media advertising expense:

14. Selling expense other than
media advertising expenses

15. Research and development
expense t

16. Other general anu
administrative expense:

17. Operating income V.»- Tore
unallocated items (subitem
4 less subitems 12 through
16) t

18. Non-operating expess less
non-operating income (not
including income from quity
in unconsolidated subsidi-
Aries or affiliated companies
or interest expense);

19. Income before unallocated
and extraordinary amounts
(subitem 17 less subitem
18):

2(. Extraordinary gains less
extraordinary losses, not
net of applicable taxes:

2]. Stat : rn< local income
taxes t

For tie asset subitems below, 22 through 25, use the same three
categcties as were used übove: direct, allocated, and not allocated.
Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated companies
shoulf not be reported in subitem 25, either in the direct or allo-
cated columns; they are to be reported in Items E and F. All asset
■ubitrms are to bo re^crt rt d as of the last day of the fiscal year.

CONTINUATION SHEET D ( ) - 3
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22, Gross plant, property, and
equipment:

21. Accumulated depreciation.
depletion, and amortization
on plant, property, and
equipment:

24. Not plant, property, and
equipment (subitem 22 leas
aubitem 23):

25. All other assets:

CONTINUATION SHEET D ( ) - 4
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LETTER TO SPEAKER BARTLEY REQUESTING SUBPOENA POWER

EXHIBIT C
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®lic OlunmuniUu'altli nf iHassarlmsctts
> > <_ >

3, 1975

House of lu'peeseuialiurs
Jlliilc Jjousc, Illusion112 January

ITHONY M GALLUGI Comm t*H on

»T« HOi.ll OMiCI

tsn

Tcc

The Honorable David *l. Bartley
Speaker of the House
State House
Boston, .'IA

Dear Mr. Speaker

By virtue of House Bill Ho. 6531, a Special Investigating Com-
mission was established and charged with the rcspnnsibility of studying

n the Commonwealth.the marketing procedures of grocery store chai

•y function by holding
state; sending a

The Commission embarked upon its invest
public hearings in several communities acros
gauged questionnaire to approximately 13 0 persrr.s engaged in the food

to governmentalicular quesei
he food incus

business and by sending more par
agencies and certain members of

r.s
.rv

to ascertain, in a broad sense,The purpose of those inquir was to
g provided with the advantages ofto what extent consumers v/er

the more narr:.. - cense what, if any,full and free competition and in
try. The latterin tlabuses of consumers were occurr

one of anti-consurerinquiry yielded some fairly conclu ica
:cts; pro-ticketiabuses in such areas as mul ,beling

itive structureof certain food products; and an
in the sale of milk. This latt is compounded byroblorn are
existence of a regulatory agcnc r hose efforts have boon directed at
keeping the retail prices at or above a mystical ’cost" figure

:ion confronted and
ider inquiry to vhich
;cd. It was our hope
1 and wholesale

The more substantial problem which the is
rc
es

which remains unresolved is the matter of the
the previously mentioned questionnaire was add
that information could be generated from the rted from the

s which would provid'
:ffcctiveness of

segments of the food industry serving Mass
a statistical base from which conclusions on
competition might be measured. An analysis of tj.j structure, conduct

,b-markets withiand performance of the industry and the several sab-markets within
it, wc believe, would go a long way in determinin'.: just how efficient
the free market is allocating resources. Ir.dc-d, the central quest

was and is just how fre nark
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Our efforts at obtaining this information went unrewarded. Out
of 130 Questionnaires, only two were returned with even a semblance
of a response. -'he larger chain stores, while pledging cooperation
and sending representatives tc our meetings, did not supply the
kind of data needed to conduct the inquiry which the Commission felt
essential. It is impossible to analyze a market area without knowing
the economic facts for which the parameters of the market can bo
established. It is foolhardy to begin to assess the performance of
the industry as a whole or its individual members without very par-
ticular figures cn their costs and profit margins. These figures
must be broken out by product line or department and by store location.
Basic questions of why chains do or do not engage in zone pricing can-
not be answered without a complete understanding of the market forces
at work in particular areas.

The dynamics of food distribution, both wholesale and retail, is
we believe, a matter capable of being understood in a statistical con-
text. It may be that there exists extensive, active and healthy price
competition at the retail level as all of the food chain representatives
claim. It may be that competition between persons engaged in the whole-
sale distribution of food products to retailers is particularly non-
existent as our brief and incomplete review suggests.

The point is that unless given the tools to inquire, both by sub-
poena and written interrogatory, this Commission cannot begin, with
any degree of intellectual honesty, to publish conclusions and rec-
ommendations .

It is accordingly requested that your office seek to secure to the
Commission the power to subpoena both individuals and corporations to
testify and produce documents and
interrogatories as the Commission
responsibilities.

most importantly, to answer such
leems necessary to fulfill itsDei

Sincerely,

AIITIIO'/'I M. GALLUGI/
State Representative
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EXHIBIT D

SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE TO WHOLESALERS
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RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE USE OF CONFIDENTIAL INDIVIDUAL

COMPANY DATA COLLECTED UNDER THE POOD COMMISSION'S

WHOLESALER QUESTIONNAIRE

Data collected under these questionnaires are gathered
for the purpose of preparing statistical compilations, con-
slstent with the confidentiality st ained here
While the Commission inte utilize tabulations cf dat
in the Commission Report, no individual company data contained
in the Line of Business Rep a n these re
ports prepared by the Commiss se reports may

nvestigation.
n. However, th
any Commissionbe utilized in connection w

nancial data and all etherThe names of companies
from respondent companies areinformation which are obtai

confidential, and persons auth> rized to have access to this
uss or in any way provideinformation may not release

access to such information to anyone not authorized to have
access.

Authorized access and use. Access to and use of indi-
vldual company datu is restricted to members of the Legislathe Legislative
Commission on Food, except r :.at upon, recommendation cf the Com-

'late government
on is authorized
rocessing of sucb

mission, the data may be turned over to approp
authorities. Access by members of the Commiss
only during and for the purpose of electronic ;
data.

company
g the confiden-

All persons having use or possession of
data will be personally responsible for securi
tiality of those data and follov.ing the rules set forth
above. Any violation of these rules, eitner t:
or otherwise, will result in prosecution to th
the law or any other legal action decided on b;
the Commission.

rough neglect
full extent of
the Chairman of
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT is to enable the Legislative
Commission on Food to aggregate business data for persons
engaged ir. the distribution of food products to non-consumers
(wholesalers and brokers). Each company being surveyed is
asked to provide certain items of financial information on each
of the lir business in which it operates

Footnotes should be used to explain fully any answer which
appears to be inconsistent with instructions or which needs
additional clarification as to its meaning; they may be pu'
on the fcrm itself (where soace oermits) or on attachment
sheets. If attachment sheets are used, they should be: identi-
fied with the letter(s) to which they apply; numbered consecu-
tively, beginning with "attachment sheet (1)"; ar.d put at
end of the completed report. The number of attachment sheets
should be indicated in the blank which is provided below.

LATIVE COMMISSION ON FOOD

QUESTIONNAIRE

DUE DATE: 20 days after receipt of this questionnaire

If some item or subitem is not applicable to the addressee
company, enter "NA" in the appropriate space. All financial

pleted fiscal year. Dollar amounts should be reported to th*
nearest thousand dollars, e.g., $2,397,629, is to be report*
as $2,396. Report all percentages to the nearest tenth of *

data should be for the addressee company's most recently coi

percent, e.g., $**91,126 as a percentage of $2,397,629 is to be
reported at 20.5 percent. Foreign monetary values are to be
converted to dollar equivalents as of the date customarily used
by the addressee compan
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Special Food Commlsslon/Questlonnaire
P. 2

Representative of the addressee company who should be con-
tacted regarding this report:

This report was prepared under ray supervision. To the best
of my knowledge, the information presented is true, ccrrect
and complete

Date)(Signature and title of company offlcia
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Special Food Corjnlsslon/Quest 1 onr.alre
P. 3

ITEM A. COMPANY IDENTIFICATION. The purpose of this Item is
to determine any changes lr. the identity of the ad-
dressee company and to determine whether the addressee
company Is owned by another firm.

1. If the name and 'or the mailing address of the
addressee company has
most recently complete'
previous name and mall

een changed during Its
fiscal year, give the

,ng adores

Name

Address

Did another domestic company have more than a
50 percent ownership Interest In the addressee
company at any tine during the fiscal year (yes
or no)? If no, skip subitem 3, and complete the
rest of the report form.

3. Give the name, mailing address, and Employer
T/-3-- 4-

•? -fM 4 M , w
„ „

/
- N

*-

„Identification Humberts) of the owning company
If the addressee company is to be consolidated
for reporting purposes by the owning company.
do not complete the rest of the report fori
Return the first three pages of ohe report form
within 10 days of its receipt

Name

Address

Employer Identification Nur.ber(s)
under which the addressee company
reported Income and payroll taxes

The addressee company’s began on: / /

fiscal yea. (month/day/
year) for which this
report is being filed: ended on: / /
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5. Employer Identification Number(s)
under which the addressee company
reported income and payroll taxes

ITEM B. COMPANY AFFILIATIONS. The purpose of this item is to
identify active domestic companies in which the addres-
see company has a majority ownership interest.

For purposes of this report, DOMESTIC refers to the 50 States
and the District of Columbia. Hence, a DOMESTIC CORPORATION
is one incorporated in one of the 50 States or the District
of Columbia, and a DOMESTIC OPERATION is one in which production
of a good or rendering of a service occurs in one or more of the
50 States and/or in the District of Columbia. Note that an op-
eration taking place in one or more of the 50 States and/or in
the District of Columbia is domestic even though all of the out-
put is exported. FOREIGN refers to other than the 50 States and
the District of Columbia. Hence, a FOREIGN ENTITY is one which
is legally organized in other than the 50 States or the District
of Columbia and a FOREIGN BRANCH is a branch operating in other
than the 50 States or the District of Columbia.

Complete one Item 3 sheet for each active domestic company in
which the addressee company had more than a 50 percent owner-
ship interest at any time during the fiscal year given in Item A
above. If there were no such companies, enter "none" in subitem
1, and go to Item C. An ACTIVE company is a company with assets
or with receipts from operations, or both. Any company which is
more than 50 percent owned by a subsidiary of the addressee com-
pany is considered to be more than 50 percent owned by the ad'
dressee company

1. Exact company tit

2. Mailing addre

3. Place of incorporation (State or country):

/ /U. Date of incorporation (month/day/year):
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ITEM

1. Please describe in complete detail the company's
principal activicies.

2. Please state the names and addresses of your company's

15 largest custcrers by dollar volume and state the
exact amount of chat dollar volume.
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3, Please state the names and addresses of your company f s
20 largest suppliers by dollar volume and state the
exact amount of that dollar volume.
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P

n

5

6

Special Food Jcnmlssion, ’Questionnaire

Please state the names and addresses of the persons with
whom you have competed In the past and presently compete
against for the custom of the 20 customers listed in para-
graph 2 above.

Please state whether there Is any equity or long-term
(more than 120 days) debt Interest of your company in
any company engaged in the retail distribution of food
products.

Please describe the manner in which food brokers compete
with food wnolesalers.
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P

7

8

Special Food Commission/QuestlonnalresTs

State whether your company provides services or facilities
to its customers, in addition to the sale of products to
them, in any of the following areas:

(a) retail pricing; Yes No

(b) advertising; Yes No

(c) dell very/pick-up Yes No

(d) credit; Yes No

(e) in store set-up; Yes No

(f) computerized order
taking; Yes No

(g) other:

a.

b. Yes No

If the answer to question number 7 is answered either
fully or in part in the affirmative, please describe
in precise detail the service provided; whether there
is a charge therefor; if it is available to all cust-
omers; whether there is a minimum dollar on unit order
before these services are made available; whether any
or all of these services are provided by your competi-
tors to their customers.
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9. With regard to the extension of credit by your company,
please state:

1) The terms which are generally available to your
customers;

2) Whether certain customers are prcvidec with better
terms than others, and If so, what criteria are
utilized by your company in determining which
company receives the best credit term

1. State the names and addresses of all perstns, corporate
institutional or otherwise, controlling 11% or more of
the outstanding shares of stock of your ctmpany.

2. State the names and addresses of the directors and
officers of your coirtany.

ITEM D.
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3. State the names and addresses of each person who Is an
officer, shareholder, director or employee with manage-
ment or supervisory responsibilities of your company
(hereafter referred to as a "controlling representative"
who Is also a "controlling representative" of another
company (other company) engaged In the production, trans
portation or distribution of food products at the whole-
sale or retail level.

)

4, In each Instance where you have listed an individual in
answer to question 13, please state:

(a) The name and address of the "other company"

(b) How long the person so listed has acted for both
your company and the "other compary";

r the "other company" has a
g., loans, stock ownership.
In each other.

(c) Whether your company
financial interest (

customers or supplies
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cl.il Food. Commissic'G onnalre

11P

5 State whether your company has been a participant, si:
its incorporation in any merger, consolidation, excha:
of stock or other combination of assets or stock with
other company engaged in the production. transportat !■
or distribution of food products at the wholesale or :

ice
nge
any
ID.
'6'

tall le

NoYes

6 If the answer to question 5 is in the affirmative,
state:

(a) The date of the transaction;

(b) The names and addresses of the entities Involved

(c) The principal activities of the entitles involve
before and after the transaction, i.e., merger,
consolidation, etc.

Please attach to your answers a copy of ycur company'
four most recent profit and loss statements and balan

7

sheets.
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8 Please Identify the location of your company's facilities,
i.e., office, warehouse, etc., and describe each by size,
use and type of building.

Please state how many motor vehicles your company utilizes
in Its business and fully describe each such vehicle by
year, make, and load capacity.

9

Please state whether your company presently has any
written or oral agreements with any of Its customers

10

providing that your company will supply those customers
with products or services over an. extended period of
time, 1.e., greater than nine months.

Is In the affirmative, please
he agreement.

If the answer to question
describe In complete detal

11
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Please state what. If any, kinds of foods are not
supplied by your company to Its customers, e.g.,
fruits and vegetables, meats, and explain why this
Is so.

12

Please state whether your company provides promotional
allowances, gifts, rebates, or other things of value

13

to its customers as incentives to purchase your products
and services.

If the answer to question 13 is In the affirmative,
please describe in complete detail the nature, amount,
and length of time you have provided these incentives.

14

Please state whether all of your customers pay the same
trice for your products and services and if there are
any differences in the prices paid, explain In complete
detail the basis for those differences.

15
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3
p. 1

16 Please identify each trade association or other business
group of which your company is a member, which consists
in whole or in par: of persons engaged in the wholesale
distribution of food products

A lease state whether your company requires or suggestsas a condition to the sale of any of its products or
services to its customers that the customers purchase
or utilize other products or services sold bv vcur corvices sold by your corn-

R Please stats whether your company suggests or in any
other manner is involved in the process of selecting
the retail price which its customer resells the prod-
ucts which you have sold to it.
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EXHIBIT E

SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE TO RETAILERS
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Data collected under the Line of Business Report Program
are gathered for the purpose of preparing statistical compila-
tions, consistent with the confidentiality structures contained
herein. While the Commission intends to utilize tabulations of
Line of Business data in the Commission Report, no individual
company data contained in the Line of Business Reports will be
revealed in these reports prepared by the Commission. However,
these reports may be utilized in connection with any Commission
investigation.

The names of companies, financial data and all other in-
formation which are obtained from respondent companies are
confidential, and persons authorized to have access to this
information may not release, discuss or in any way provide
access to such information to anyone not authorized to have
access.

Authorized access and use. Access to and use of individual
company data is restricted to members of the Legislative Commission
on Pood, except that upon recommendation of the Commission, the
data may be turned over to appropriate government authorities.
Access by members of the Commission is authorized only during and
for the purpose of electronic processing of such data.

All persons having use or possession of individual company,
data will be personally responsible for securing the confiden-
tiality of those data and for following the rules set forth above.
Any violation of these rules, either through neglect or otherwise,
will result in prosecution to the full extent of the law or any
other legal action decided on by the Chairman of the Commission.

COMPANY DATA COLLECTED UNDER THE FOOD COMMISSION'S

RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE USE OF CONFIDENTIAL INDIVIDUAL

LINE OP BUSINESS REPORT PROGRAM
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LINE OP BUSINESS REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE

THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT Is to en le the Legislative
less data for the retail
impany being surveyed is

Commission on Food to aggregate bus
food and related Industries. Each
asked to provide certain items of lanclal information

h it operates.each of the lines of business in wh

his questlonnalDUE DATE: 14 days after the recelp

Company name and mailing address (please correct any errors):

cable to the addresseeIf some Item or subitem Is not appl
company, enter "NA" In the appropri
data should be for the addressee co:
pleted fiscal year. Dollar amounts
nearest thousand dollars, e.g., $2,
as $2,398. Report all percentages
percent, e.g., $491,126 as a percen
reported at 20.5 percent. Foreign
converted to dollar equivalents as
by the addressee company.

ace. All financial
ipany's most recently
should be reported to the
97,629 Is to be reported
o the nearest tenth of one
age of $2,397,629 is to be
onetary values are to be
f the date customarily used

fully any answer which ap-Footnotes should be used to explain
pears to be Inconsistent with Instructions or which needs
dltlonal clarification as to its meaning; they may be put
the form itself (where space permits) or on attachment sheets.
If attachment sheets are used, they should be: identified with
the letter(s) to which they apply; numbered consecutively, be
ginning wlth"attachment sheet (1)"! and put at the end of the
completed report. The number of attachment sheets should be
indicated in the blank which is provided below

LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON FOOD
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Representative of the addressee company who should be contac
regarding this report:

Ed

Name

Address

Telephone number

This report was prepared under my supervision. To the best ■
my knowledge, the information presented is true, correct, am
complete,

of

(Signature and title of company official) (Date)

CERTIFICATION
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COMFAMY IDENTIFICATION. The purpose of this item is
:ine any changes in the Identity of the addressee com-

ITEM A
to d

ermine who* tor the addressee company is ownedpany an
by anot r f

If the name and/cr the mail
addressee company has been

ng address of the
hanged during its

ear, give themos recent
previous name and mailing addre

Nam-.

Address

Did another domestic company have more than a
50 percent ownership interest in the addressee

2
erest in the addressee

company at any time during the fiscal year (yes
or no)? If no, sxip subitem 3, and complete the
rest of the rer

3. Give the name, irailVig address, and Employer Identi
flcation Nur.bor(s'1 of the owning company. If the

solidated for reportingaddressee comp
purposes by the :vmin. company, do not complete the

Return the first three pagesrest of the rep
of the report form within ten days of its receipt.

Nam-

Address

Employer Identification Number(s)
under which the
reported Income

see company
yroll taxes:

began on: /The addressee coroany’s'I

fiscal year (morrn/day/year)
for which this reourt is

ended on: / /being filed:

5 Employer Identification
Numter(s) under vnaich the
addressee company reported
income and payroll taxes:
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ITEM B. COMPANY AFFILIATIONS. The purpose of this item is to
identify active domestic companies in which the addressee company
has a majority ownership interest.

For purposes of this report, DOMESTIC refers to the 50 States
and the District of Columbia. Hence, a DOMESTIC CORPORATION
is one Incorporated in one of the 50 States or the District
of Columbia, and a DOMESTIC OPERATION is one in which produc-
tion of a gccd or rendering of a service occurs in one or more
of the 50 States and/or In the District of Columbia. Note that
an operation taking place in one or more of the 50 States and/or
in the District is domestic even though all of the output is ex-
ported. FOREIGN refers to other than the 50 States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. Hence, a FOREIGN ENTITY is one which is legally
organized in other than the 50 States or in the District of Colum-
bia, and a FIREIGN BRANCH is a branch operating in other than the
50 States or the District of Columbia.

Complete one Item B sheet for each active domestic company in
which the addressee company had more than a 50 percent owner-
ship Interest at any time during the fiscal year given in Item A
above. If t.tere were no such companies, enter "none" in subitem
1, and go tc Item C. An ACTIVE company is a company with assets,
or with receipts from operations, or both. Any company which is

a subsidiary of the addressee com-
than 50 percent owned by the addres-

more than 51 percent owned by
pany is considered to be more
see company.

1. Exact company title:

2. Mailing address:

3. Place of incorporation (State or country):

t. Date of incorporation (month/day/year): / /

5. Employer Identification Nuir.ber(s)
assigned to this company for
repenting income and payroll taxes:

5, Describe the company's principal
activities:
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(Including7. Total sales or receipts
transactions with affll ates) In this

completedcompany's most recently
fiscal year:

8. Approximate percentage of total
sales or receipts, as g: ven In
subitem 7, above, which originated
from domestic operations:

9. If company was not more than 50 (first:) / /

percent owned throughout entire
fiscal year, give the first and
last days on which it was more
than 50 percent owned (month/ (last:) / /

day/year)

10. If subiten 9 Is applicable, please explain
what happened.
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11, State the names and addresses of all persons ov
or controlling 10)( or more of the outstanding s

Ing
:ares

of stock of your company.

12. State the names and addresses of the directors
officers of your company.

md

13. State the names and addresses of each person wh Is
an officer, shareholder, director, or employee with
management or supervisory responsibilities of y
company (hereafter referred to as a "controlllr.
representative") who Is also a "controlling rep
sentatlve" of another company (other company) e:
In the production, transportation, cr dlstribut

ur

ITEM B.

gaged
.on of

food products at the wholesale or retail level.
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13. (continued)

In each instance where you have listed an individual
in answer to question 13, please state:

(a) The name and address of the "other company"

(b) How long the person so listed has acted for
both your company and the "other company."

(c) Whether your company or the "other company" has
a financial interest (e.g., loans, stock owner-
ship, customers, or supplies) in each other.

15. State whether your company has been a participant,
since its incorporation, in any merger, consolida-
tion, exchange of stock or other combination of
assets or stock with any other company engaged in
the production, transportation, or distribution, of
food* products at the wholesale or retail level.

Yes No
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16 If the answer to question 15 Is in the affirmative,
state:

(a) The date of the transaction:

(b) The names and addresses of the entitles
Involved:

(c) The principal activities of the entitles
involved:

Financial Data for the Company Definitions:ITEM C

AN ESTABLISHMENT is a retail store from which
goods are sold to the consuming public.

1

SALES OR RECEIPTS is the value (measured at
invoice prices) of merchandise sold or services
rendered during the fiscal year, not of returns
and allowances.

2

MEDIA ADVERTISING EXPENSE is all expenditures
related to advertising the company's name, products,
or services by television, radio, newspapers, news-
paper supplements, magazines, business periodicals,
billboards (outdoor advertising), transit, direct
mail, handbills, and other media. Expenditures for
the use of media and for advertising agency services
are Included. Expenditures for the support of adver-
tising such as the cost of an advertising department,
a market research group which specializes in evaluation
of advertising and promotional efforts, a media buying
department, or a graphic arts department that special-
izes in the preparation of advertising copy, are also
included,

3

SELLING EXPENSE OTHER THAN MEDIA ADVERTISING EXPENSE
is all expenditures for sales promotion activities
except those Included in media advertising expense.

A

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSE is all expenditures
for basic or applied research in the sciences and
engineering, including design and development of

5
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prototypes and processes. Expenditures for quality
control, routine product testing, market research,
sales promotion, sales service, research in the social
sciences or psychology, other nontechnologlcal activi-
ties, and technical service are not Included.

6. COST OF SALES AND OPERATIONS is labor, including fringe
benefits and employer contributions for payroll taxes;
cost of materials used in manufacturing; cost of goods
purchased for resale; changes in inventories; deprecia-
tion, depletion, and amortization; property taxes; and
other factory costs. Selling costs, research and de-
velopment expense, and general and administrative costs
are not included in cost of sales and operations

1. Identify the location of each establishment owned
or controlled by the addressee company.

2. For each establishment, state for the most recent
fiscal year the following:

(a) the total sales volume

(b) the costs of sales allocated to each store,
including but without limitation, materials
costs, labor costs, media advertising expense,
other costs of sales and operations, selling
expense other than media advertising expense,
research and development expense, other gen-
eral and administrative expense.

(c) each non-operating expense, including interest
expense, depreciation, depreciation and amor-
tization on plant, property, and equipment.

(d) the average gross margin

(e) the average gross margin as percentage of
total sales

(f) the average gross margins as percent of gross
profit

(g) gross profit

ITEM C.
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For each establishment, describe the geographical
boundaries which your company believes circumscribe
Its area of effective competition, 1.e., the area
from which It draws the substantial number of Its
customers.

3

4 For each establishment. Identify the names and
addresses of each supermarket with which it
competes for the custom of the consuming public.

5 For each establishment, Identify the newspaper
In which the company advertises.

For each establishment. Identify the radio and/or
television station on which the company advertises.

6

For each of the answers to questions 5 and 6, provide
the most recent price list or rate card of said media
company.

7

8 State whether your company conducts surveys, prepares
studies or the like, of existing competition prior to
entering a lease or purchasing a location for a new
establishment.

If the answer to question 8 Is In the affirmative,
please attach a copy of those surveys presently In
your possession.

9

If the answer to question 8 Is anything other than an
unqualified negative, state the criteria utilized by
your company In deciding whether to open a new estab-
lishment, with particular, although not limited, refer-
ence to the number and location of other potential com-
petitors and/or the particular identity of those poten-
tial competitors.

10

State whether, during the last five years, your company
has refused to open another establishment because of
the presence In the market area of too many competitors.
Please detail each Instance where this occured. Including
a complete statement of the reasons for your non-entry.

11

State the costs of constructing a new supermarket, from
site acquisition to completed establishment.

12
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13. State the cost of procuring the Inventory to stock
your most recent establishment.

I*l. State whether. In your Judgement, it is easy or
difficult to enter the supermarket business, and
explain in detail the basis for your conclusion,
identifying as specifically as possible the reasons
it is difficult or easy to enter said business.

ITEM D. SUPERMARKET PERFORMANCE BY DEPARTMENT is to Include
an informational decomposition by product category
of:

1) 1973 average gross margins;

2) Average gross margins as percentage of
total sales;

3) Average gross margins as percent of gross
profit;

4) Gross profit (dollars);

5) Total sales volume

Product categories include canned fruits, pasta products, and
bakery foods. In addition, there are special inserts covering
the 1973 F.Y. peformance for breakfast foods and cereals, fresh
produce, and frozen foods, which require information about;

1) Percent of departme ital sales

2) Dollar volume;

3) Percent of departme ital gross profit;

*t) Gross Profit (dolla ■s);

sent5) Items/brands assort:

6) Average gross margl

Use the attached sheets to record answers to information
sought in Item D.

The purpose of data solicited in this item is to provide the
Commission with an accurate record of supermarket sales and
product movement.
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Special Food Commisslon/Queatlonnalre
p. 12

PJease attach to this questionnaire the three most
recently prepared Annual Reports of your company. Its
affiliates, and subsidiaries. For companies who do not
have Annual Reports as such, please attach copies of the
three most recently prepared profit and loss statements
and balance sheets.

ITEM E.
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EXHIBIT F

CORRESPONDENCE FROM FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20580

JUL 3 ol^rBUREAU OF coMPrrmoN

Representative Anthony Gallugl
Legislative Commission on Food
Massachusetts General Court
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

Re: Retail Food Inquiry
File Number 741 0043

Dear Representative Gallugl:

From a telephone conversation with Barry Wax of the
Massachusetts Consumer Council, I understand that the staff
of the Federal Trade Commission may have access to materials
compiled by your Legislative Commission on Food. Attached
is a copy of my letter to Mr. Wax, a copy of the Federal
Trade Commission's Resolution Directing the Use of Com-
pulsory Process, and a copy of the press release describing
the opening of our investigation of food marketing
practices.

We appreciate your cooperation in this matter and
your assisting us in our investigation.

Sincerely,

ytu/
Ted xfones
Attorney
Bureau of Competition

Attachments

cc: Barry Wax, Esquire
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Barry Wax, Esquire
Massachusetts Consumer Council
100 Cambridge Street, Room 2109
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

Re; Retail Food Inquiry
File Number 741 0043

Dear Hr. Wax;

As I explained to you in our telephone conversation of
July 24, the staff of the Federal Trade Commission is con-
ducting an investigation of food marketing practices for
possible violations of .the federal antitrust laws in six
metropolitan areas throughout the United States. Copies
of the Commission's Resolution Directing Use of Compulsory
Process in this matter and of the press release describing
the investigation are attached for your information.

I understand that you sent a questionnaire to several
food companies and inquired into certain areas of chain
store marketing on behalf of the Legislative Commission on
Food of the General Court. Having access to the material
compiled by the legislative commission will be of assistance
to us in conducting our investigation.

If photocopying material in the possession of the leg-
islative commission and sending it to us for our use presents
no problem, as you suggested, I think this would be the best
way to approach our gaining access to the information you
have compiled.

Ue v/ould appreciate receiving copies of each type of
questionnaire sent to the foed companies, all responses to
the questionnaires, all documents, records, memoranda, hearing
transcripts, investigative reports, staff reports, commission
reports, and.other materials in the possession of the legisla-
tive commission which may be relevant to our investigation.

JUL 3 0 1975
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Tarry Wax, I’squiro

Also, since the legislative commission is nn ongoing
project, I would appreciate being able to check back v/ith
you periodically to determine if additional information
has come into your possession which may be of use to us
in our investigation.

If you need to contact me with regard to our request,
I may be reached by telephone at the Federal Trade Commission
in Washington on (202) 962-4494.

I look forward toThank you for your assistance
hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Ted Jones
Attorney
Bureau of Competition

Attachments

cc: Representative Anthony Gallugi
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Lewis A. Engman
Paul Rand Dixon
Mayo J. Thompson
M. Elizabeth Hanford
■Stephen Nye

File No. File 741 0043

Nature and Scope of Investigation:
To investigate the status and condition throughout the United

States and in the various- parts thereof of competition in the
retail food store industry. Including the degree of concentration
in ownership or operation of grocery stores; the relationship
between the levels of concentration and retail food prices; and
the existence of any and all anticompetitive pricing practices,
which nay Involve any violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. Section 7 of the Clayton Act
(15 U.S.C. 18), or any other statute administered by the Commission

The Federal Trade Commission hereby resolves and directs
that any and all compulsory processes available to it be used
in connection with this investigation.

Authority to Conduct Investigation:

Sections 6, 9, and 10 of Federal Trade Commission Act,
15 U.S.C. 46, 49, 50; FTC Procedures and Rules of Practice
16 C.F.R. 1.1, et seq. and supplements thereto.

Secretary

direction of the Commission.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS

RESOLUTION DIRECTING USE OF COMPULSORY
PROCESS IN NONPUBLIC INVESTIGATION

Dated: June 18, 1974
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L FEDERAL
TH ABF.

cor.iMissiOiJ

Office of Public Infer.:For further information call

FOR RELEASE AFTER 7:00 A.H., EOT, Monday, July 1, 1974

fTC ANNOUNCES INVESTIGATION
OF RETAIL FOOD FRIGES

Tl« Federal Trade Carmissicn today announced that it is conducting an industrywide investigation
into retail food prices. The investigation will ocarina the relationships between market structure
and concentration levels, on one hand, and the amount of price competition and level of retail feed
prices, ca the other.

5 breed program involving competition in the feed
rber of cities: Atlanta, Denver, Detroit, JerseyThis invest!cation is part of the Carmission

industry. It will focus initially on a Limited n\

City, Little Rock and Washington, D.C.

and authorizing use of compulsory process, the
status and condition throughout the United,- States
the retail feed store industry', including the„'

In its resolution directing the investigation
Commission said its purpose is "To investigate the
and in the various parts thereof of competition intJXJ 111 Lilli V. LL iV.O t a-., w.-- - -

,
--i

•

~
. -

decree of concertration in oc.ership or operation of grocery stores; the relationship between the
levels of concentration and retail food prices; and the existor.ee.of ar.y and all ,anticcrpetitive

ion of Section 5 of the Federal Trace Ccnrissicn Act..'pricing practices, which rvr-.y involve any viol
statute ac-'inistereo by the Ccrmvissicn,Section 7 of the Clayton Act..., or any other

Pursuant to Ccrmission policy the investigation will be ncnpublic;/

The Commission is making this announcement pursuant To the recent decision to rake the existence
of industrywide investigations public. The Ccmrdssica takes no position as to whether violations of
law exist.

FO4l-FOQD"

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20580
ration (202) 962-7144
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NEWSPAPER REPORT ON U.S.D.A. ACTIVITY

EXHIBIT G
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Boston Evening Globe Thursday, August 14, 1975

company is not guilty of USDA attorney, Wilson
any wrongdoing." must respond to the

A USDA spokesman charges in 20 days,
said the "filing of the

By Stephen Cur wood At onc fjnn. sv per Valu
Globe Staff **

Stores of Hopkins, Minne-
Wilson it Co., one of the chargcc|
...... .

. with conducting a point
nations biggest meat promotion in which store
packers, made more than managcrs and meal and 1
$72,000 in illegal kickback merchandising buyers
payments to induce stores were given a choice of

to *ll their meats, the US «if,s b ’!K* “C
..... the volume o( Wilson

Department of Aer.culture producls puichased.
(USDA) charged yester-

Thc other outlets whose iday m an administrative
,

. ■employees were named m-
complainL eluded Diggers Bros, of

Wilson denied the Charlotte. N.C.; Frickson
charges in a statement is- Bros., of Bloomington,
sued yesterday from its Minn., Twin

%

Fair of
Oklahoma City headquar- Depcw. N.Y.; and Rod Owl
lers. Last year, Wilson Store. Hopkins,_ Minn. The
grossed more than $2 bil- outlets were not charged,
lion from the sale of The USDA charged, in

meat s . connection with the im-

proper use of cooperative
USDA said the payoffs advertising funds, that

and other promotion pro- morc than $38,000 was
grams were conducted be- paid, when "in fact no ad-
tween 1969 and 1973 by verlisir.g services had been
the firm's Albert* Lea performed and the pay-
plant in Minnesota with- ments were actually a
out the knowledge or con- subterfuge to rebate a
sent of the food wholcsal- portion of the purchase
ers and supetmarket price paid by customers
chains whose companies or jor Wilson products.” '
employees were involved.

USDA also said Wilson

complaint does not prove
Wilson ic Co. has violated
the act The firm has a
right to a hearing to de-
termine if the evidence
supports the charges. If

charges are proven,
the firm would be placed
under a cease and desist
order.” According to a

"The payment pro- convened to its own use
gram was aimed at in- | morc than $15,000 in coop-
creasing the sale of Wil- eralive funds that had ac-
son’s, fresh and processed crued to two stores wiih-
pork products, thereby, out the stores’ knowledge
gaining a competitive edge or consent
over other packers in the Wilson denied that its
same area, "a summary of i policies or practices "vio-
the USDA complaint said, j Jaled the Packers and

, 1C„. ..
Stockyards Act asThe USDA said morc . , ...

than $19,000 in "commcr- ,irf *
..

. ,
Krihi." .....fr.

...... 1 °“r !»•><»« are and |„ uur policies are anacial bribe payoffs were ... ,

. « .
..

.
. . , . ■ always have been in strict imade to 15 employees of „„„

... .. .
. . . , i compliance with the law,
’VC "pl“ 0 indu'c ; a Wilson 'spokesman said,them to buy Wilson prod- „ Wc confidcnl U)e |
ucts. Gifts ranging from i
$5O worth of ’ sporting
goods to a $4OOO automo-
bile were made I- the em-
ployees.

with illegal payoffsMeat company charged
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APPENDIX A

AN ACT DEALING WITH THE MILK CONTROL COMMISSION
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IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 20 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking sections 7, 8, and 9.

1 SECTION 2. Chapter 94 is hereby amended by repealing
2 Sections 29, 29A, 30, and 31.

1 SECTION 3. Section 27 of chapter 94 is hereby amended by
2 striking the words “and the director of milk control and duly
3 regulated under the provisions of Section 29A” and by striking
4 the last sentence and inserting in place thereof the words “A copy
5 of each certificate shall be furnished to the Commissioner of
6 Agriculture”.

1 SECTION 4. Sections 28 and 28A of chapter 94 are hereby
2 amended by striking the words “director of milk control” and
3 inserting in place thereof the words “Commissioner of
4 Agriculture”.

1 SECTION 5. Section 1 of chapter 94A is hereby amended by
2 striking the words “commission” and “director”.

1 SECTION 6. Chapter 94A is hereby amended by striking
2 Section 1 and reinserting said Section in Section 14, chapter 94.

®hr (Emummuuraltli of fflaasarluuirtls

An Act dealing with the milk control commission.
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1 SECTION 7. Chapter 94A is hereby amended by striking
2 Section 2 and inserting in place thereof the following:
3 The Commissioner or his agent shall have the following powers
4 and duties to:
5 1. Designate and establish milk marketing regions inthe state;
6 2. Supervise and regulate the milk industry in the Com-
-7 monwealth, PROVIDED that the Commissioner shall not have
8 the power to supervise and regulate the sale of milk in retail stores
9 as to cost, sales, or price, nor shall the Commissioner be able to

10 establish prices or costs for dealers, producers or any other
11 parties engaged in the sale, receipt, or handling of milk or milk
12 products;
13 3. The Commissioner may promulgate, pursuant to a public
14 hearing, regulations to carry out the intent of this section,
15 including the licensing of milk dealers.

1 SECTION 8. Chapter 94A is hereby amended by striking
2 Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9b, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
3 21, 22, 22A, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27.

1 SECTION 9. Chapter 94 is hereby amended by adding the
2 following new Section, I4C.
3 Section 14C. In case of conflict between federal laws or
4 regulations and state laws or regulations, federal laws or
5 regulations shall be in effect. The federal marketing law shall
6 japply in all state established marketing regions.
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AN ACT REQUIRING PUBLIC HEARINGS REGARDING

NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION

APPENDIX B
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(N THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY- F 1 ve

AN ACT RE(luiring public hearings regarding nutritional

INFORMATION

Be it eructed by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by tht
authority of the same, as follows:

J SECTION 1. s ect j on of Chapter of the General Laws Is

2 hereby amended by adding the following sentence:

3 It shall hold public hearings and make regulations concerning

4 the display of nutritional Information, health related

5 nutritional Information, Ingredient information, open code

5 date Information and storage information either on Individual

7 packaged goods or in other ways to be determined by the

§ department for all food intended or sold for human consumption.

iUlir (Emmnmuufaltlt nf iHasaarljuspttß
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AN ACT PROHIBITING THE PRE-TICKETING

OF FOOD PRODUCTS

APPENDIX C
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3lje (Cnnimmunraltlf of iSaaaarlnißrlls

IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY- FIX

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by rht
au.horny of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION I. Chapter 93 of the General Laws is hereby amended
. ,

3 Section 1. As used In this chapter, the following words shall,

4 unless the text otherwise requires, have the following meanings:

5 (a) "Retailer" means any person engaging In direct sales

6 of food to the ultimate consumer or to the public generally,

7 and Includes persons who either own or control retailers and

g supply them with 'ood.

9 (b) "Pood" Includes all articles, whether simple, mixed

]Q or compound, used for food or drink, confectionary or condiment,

by man or animal.

|2 (c)"Pre-tloketlng of Foot*'"roducts" means the labelling,

]3 marking or affixing of an actual or suggested retail price to any

14 container or package of food by persons other than retailers

Insertion of the following hew chanter 93F.

An Act PROHIBITING THE PRE-TICKETING OP FOOD PRODUCTS
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15 at places other than the retailer's place of business.

Section 2. The pre-tlcketlng of food products by anv person

who either directly or Indirectly manufactures, sells or

distributes food in Massachusetts shall be unlawful.

Section 3. Whoever violates section 2 of this chanter shall

for the first offense be punished bv a fine of not less than

$25.00 nor more than $50.00, and for a subseouent offense,

by a fine of not less than $lOO.OO nor more than $500.00.

Section I|. The director of standards and the sealers of

weights and measures shall enforce the'Provisions of this

chapter.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
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AND RECIPROCAL INSPECTION OF DAIRY FARMS

AN ACT AMENDING THE MILK AND CREAM LAWS

TO PROVIDE FOR UNIFORMITY WITH FEDERAL LAW

APPENDIX D
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IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY- FI VE

An Act AMENDING THE MILK AND CREAM LAWS TO PROVIDE FOR

UNIFORMITY WITH FEDERAL LAW AND RECIPROCAL

INSPECTION OF DAIRY FARMS

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representahi
authority of the same, as follows:

General Court assembled, and by the

1 SECT,ON 1. Section k2 of Chapter 6 of the General Laws is

2 hereby repealed.

3 Sectlon2. Section 1 of Chapter of the General Laws Is

4 hereby amended by striking out the definitions of "Butter"

5 "Cheese", "Cream Cheese", "Half and Half", "Heated Milk",

6 and "Pasteurized Milk".

7 Sect ion 3* Section 16 of said Chapter of the General Laws

8 as amended is hereby repealed and in place thereof Is inserted

9 the following new section 16:

10 For the purposes of Chapter the following words shall have

11 the following meanings:

12 "Dairy Farm", a place or premises where more than two cows are

13 kept and a part of all the milk produced thereon is sold or

14 delivered for sale to any person.

iilje (Cnmmmtuiraltlj nf fflaGsarliußrttß
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1 5 "Comnls s ioner" shall mean the Commissioner of the Department

16 of Food and Agriculture.

17 Section k . Chapter is hereby amended by striking the word

18 place thereof the word"driector" and Inserting in p

"Comnlssioner". The words "e

hereby deleted and inserted i

"as provided in section 12."

is also deleted and the words

19 established by the board" is

in place thereof is the words20
21 The word "bpard" In said chapter

"Commissioner of Food and11

23 Agriculture" is inserted in place thereof.

24 Section 5- Section 168 pf said Chapter as amended Is

hereby repealed and in place thereof is inserted the following25
26 new section 16B

27 Applications for the registration of dairy farms under

section sixteen c shall be made upon blanks furnished by

the Commissioner and shall contain such reasonable information

as may be required by the Commissioner in order to assure the

health and safety of all milk within and milk without the

Commonwealth.

28
29
30
31
32
33 Section 6. Said Chapter is hereby further amended by

striking out section 12, as most recently amended by section 1

of Chapter k2S of the Acts of 1967, and Inserting in place

thereof the following section:-

34
35
36
37 Section 12. The Department of Public Health is hereby authorized

to promulgate and adopt standards of identity and labelling

requirements for milk and cream consistent with such standards

which have been and may be adopted, by the United States Food

and Drug Administration of the United States Department of

Health, Education and Welfare or any successor of said agency.

38
39
40
41
42
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43 The Department of Public Health Is further authorized to

promulgate and adopt sanitation regulations for milk plants,

receiving stations within or without the Commonwealth and

for pasteurization plants located without'the Commonwealth

that ship milk into the Commonwealth provided that said

regulations shall be consistent with the rules, regulations

or ordinances of the United States Public Health Service

or the Food and Drug Administration of the United States

Department of Health, Education and Welfare or any successors

of said agencles .

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53 The Department of Public Health is hereby authorized

to promulgate and adopt sanitary regulations for dairy farms

within the Commonv/ca Ith and for dairy farms located without

the Commonwealth who ship milk that they produce into the

Commonwealth for use as fluid milk. Said regulations shall

be consistent with the provisions of the ru 1 cs,regul a l l ons

or ordinances of the Public Health Service and the Food and

Drug Administration of the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare or any successor of said agencies.

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62 The above shall not preclude the establishment of

63 more stringent bacteriological standards for raw or pasteurized

milk or cream by the Department of Public Health.64
65 Whoever violates any provision of any rule or regulations

promulgated under authority of this section shall be66
67 punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor

more than one hundred dollars for each offense.68
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69 Section 7- Section 13E of Chapter 91* of the General Laws, as

70 amended Is hereby repealed and In place thereof is Inserted the

71 following new section 13E-'

72 Boards of health of cities and towns may adopt bacterial

73 standards for any grade of milk established under section

74 twelve by the Department of Public Health, which shall be

75 numerically less but not greater than such standards established

76 by the Department of Public Health, for any such grade. The

77 any grade of milk shall not be construed to

78 prevent the exercise by such boards of the powers and duties

79 conferred and Imposed upon them by sections forty-one and

80 forty-three, nor shall It be

81 milk the production of which

82 sections twenty to twenty

83 hundred and eighty; but this

construed to prevent the sale of

Is regulated under authority

five Inclusive of chapter one

section shall not be deemed to

84 authorize the sale or delivery of any milk designated as any

85 grade established under said section twelve and not conforming

86 to the standard so established for such grade, nor to

87 authorize any violation of any rule or regulation adopted

88 and approved, or amended, under said section.

89 Section 8. Said Chapter ls hereby further amended by

90 striking out section 16C, as most recently amended by section

91 1 of Chapter 632 of the Acts of 1965* and Inserting In place

92 thereof the following section

93 Section 1 6 C. The Commissioner of Food and Agriculture shall

94 Issue a certificate of registration for a dairy farm which,

95 upon Inspection made by him within thirty days prior to

96 the date of Issuance of such certificate, clearly Indicates

97 satisfactory compliance with the requirements as to milk
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98 standards amd dairy farm Inspection provided for In section

12. The certificates of registration for any given registration

year shall be plainly distinguishable by color from those

Issued during Immediately preceding years. Each dairy farm

registered by the Commissioner of Food and Agriculture shall

receive without cost a numbered certificate of registration

which shall while In effect, be posted In a conspicuous place

at all times on said farm. Each certificate of registration

shall expire on the following June thirtieth. An annual application

for renewal thereof shall be made to the Commissioner not later

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108 first on forms furnished by thethan the preceding May thirty

Commissioner. If a certifies

copy may be obtained from the

109 e cf registration Is lost a duplicate

Commissioner of Food end Agriculture110
11l upon written application and at a cost of fifty cents each. The

Commissioner of Food and Agriculture shall also from time to time

renew a certificate of reg Istra 1 1 on provided that he has made,

In the case of each renewal, at least two Inspections of the dairy

farm Involved within one year prior thereto and has thereby deter-

mined that continuing compl'ance with the requirements of section

112
113
1 14
115
116
117 12 Is being maintained. The Commissioner of Food and Agriculture

may accept, as a basis for the Issuance or renewal of certificates
of registration, thts Inspection reports of milk Inspectors within

118
119
120 :c farms Inspected by them; provided

such '■'arms maintain compliance with

the Commonwealth with respect

that such reports certify tha

said requlremerts.

121
122
123 Any other provision of law to the contrary notwithstanding,

In the case of farms located without the Commonwealth, the Com-

missioner of Food and Agriculture shall Issue certificates of

registration to farms that are certified tc him as being In

124
125
126
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127 compliance with the requ!renents of section 12 by a state agency

128 having authority similar to his In the state In which the farm

129 Is located, provided that said state agency Is certified by the

130 Public Health Service of the Jnlrcd States Department of Health,

131 Education and Welfare as being qualified to participate In the

132 National Conference on Interstate Milk Shipments, and provided

133 further that said duly authorized state regulatory agency has

134 first stipulated In writing to the Commissioner that It will. In

135 the Issuance and renewal of certificates of registration or like

136 authorization under Its own dairy

137 accept Inspection reports made by

138 Agriculture with respect to farms

139 The Commissioner of Food and

140 reasonable Information alleging v

farm Inspection program, similarly

the Commissioner of “ood and

located within the Commonwealth.

Agriculture may, based upon

olations by a dairy farm, of

141 the regulations adopted pursuant to tne provisions of sect .'on 12

142 of this chapter, cause an investigation to be made to determine

143 the validity of the violations. If the Commissioner determines

144 that the violation of the regulations constitutes a hazard to

145 health on the basis of reasonable evidence, he shall forthwith

146 withdraw, pursuant to appropriate procedures, the registration

147 of said dairy farm. He shall Immediately notify the Department

148 Public Health of the alleged violations and the results of the

149 subsequent Investigation which he may have Instituted.

150 If the dairy farm from which the registration has been

151 withdrawn Is located without the Commonwealth, the Commissioner

152 ma V accept Information for re-regl strat lon as provided for regls-

-153 tratlon In this section or he may cause an Inspection to be made

154 by Investigator of his department to determine If said farm

155 has been brought Into compliance with the regulations.
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156 Section 9. Section 16J of said Chapter Sk as amended Is hereby
amended by deleting the words, "milk regulation board" and157

158 Inserting thereof, the words, "Department of Public Health".

Section 10. Chapter 9A, Section 16L of the General Laws, Is

hereby repealed and the following new section Inserted In place

there© f:--

159
160
161
162 Section 16L. No person shall sell, exchange, deliver or have

In his possession with intent to sell, exchange or deliver milk

shipped into the Commonwealth from a milk plant, receiving station

or pasteurization plant, unless said milk plant receiving station

or pasteurization plant has been licensed by the Department of

Public Health.

163
164
165
166
167
168 Whoever sells, exchanges or delivers or has in his possession

with Intent tc sell, exchange or deliver milk shipped into the169
170 Commonwealth from a milk plant, receiving station or pasteurization

plant, which has not been licensed by the Department of Public171
172 Health, shall be punished for a

less than five hundred nor more

first offense by a fine of not

than one thousand dollars, for173
174 a second offense by a fine of not less than one thousand nor

more than five thousand dollars or for a subsequent offense by175
176 a fine of five thousand dollars or by imprisonment of not less

than six months.177
178 The Department of Public Health may accept as a basis for

licensing such plants located without the Commonwealth certification

that said establishments are in compliance with the requirements

of section 12 by a state agency having authority similar to It

In the state in which said establishment Is located, provided

that said state agency Is certified by the United States Public

Health Service of the United States Department of Health, Education

179
180
181
182
183
184
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185 and Welfare as being qualified to participate In the National

Conference on Interstate Milk Shipments.186
187 Section 11. Said Chapter 9** Is hereby further amended by striking

out section **BD, inserted by section 8 of Chapter 757 of the Acts

of 1955. and Inserting in place thereof the following section:--

188
189
190 Section BD. No person shall blend milk and cream for sale

except in an establishment holding a pasteurization plant license.

Whoever violates any provision of this section shall be punished

by a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one

hundred dollars for each offense.

191
192
193
194
195 Section 12. Sections twelve A, twelve B, thirteen, thirteen B,

thirteen C, thirteen C, sixteen H, sixteen K, seventeen, seventeen A

eighteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three,

twenty-four, forty-six, forty-seven, forty-eight B, forty-eight C,

and forty-eight E of said chapter ninety-four are hereby repealed.

196
197
198
199
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APPENDIX E

AN ACT TO AMEND THE UNIT PRICING LAW
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INTHE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY- FIVE

3e it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the tame, as follows

1 SECTION 1. Section 1 15A of the General Laws Is hereby amended

2 by adding after the first sentence, the following new

3 sentence:

4 The Council may, by regulation, require that unit prices

5 shall appear in all places where item prices appear for

6 packaged commodities regulated in accordance with this

7 sect I on.

Cljp CCommnmuralllj of iflaaHarhußcttH

An Act TO AMEND THE UNIT PRICING LAW




